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PEP PHASE 1 REPORT

This East-West High-Capacity Transit Corridor (East-West Corridor) Stakeholder and Public Engagement
Plan (PEP) Phase One Report represents the engagement goals, audiences, strategies and tactics through
Phase One of the East-West Corridor PEP plan, from November 2020 to June 2021. It was prepared by
the PEP Team, which is led by Warhol & WALL ST. and includes Engage Public Affairs, LLC and
MurphyEpson, Inc. This report also reflects coordination with the overall LinkUS Mobility initiative.

Community Engagement Summary

Total Technical Group members

46+

Total Stakeholder Group members

72+

East-West Roadshow (residents engaged)

300+

Community survey respondents

400+

Total direct engagement

850+

►
►
►
►

East-West promotional video views: 12,400+
LinkUS website, East-West page unique visitors: 16,150+
Social media impressions: 330, 000+
LinkUS newsletter subscribers: 500+
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Ad Engagement Analytics

Total ad reach*

186,843

Total ad impressions**

329,286

Total unique link clicks

2,866

*Reach means the number of unique users who see content
**Impressions mean number of times a user may have seen content
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1.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA) is the lead local agency and is partnering in the East-West
Corridor with the cities of Columbus, Bexley, Whitehall and Reynoldsburg; Prairie, Franklin and Jefferson
Townships; Franklin County; and Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission (MORPC).
The East-West High-Capacity Transit Corridor Plan (East-West Corridor) is part of a larger, coordinated
effort under the LinkUS Mobility initiative (linkuscolumbus.com) to reinvent the Columbus Region and
undergo an ambitious plan to move every life forward. The LinkUS Mobility initiative is a continuation of
Central Ohio’s insight2050 Corridor Concepts vision to thoughtfully prepare our region as it grows from 2
million to 3 million people by 2050. LinkUS seeks to provide a complete mobility system along key
regional corridors, including high capacity and advanced rapid transit, technology solutions, bicycle and
pedestrian improvements and land use changes.
The East-West Corridor is just one of several corridor projects planned for the LinkUS initiative. The
East-West area stretches along W. Broad Street from Galloway Rd. to Downtown, and along E. Broad
St./E. Main St. from Downtown to the Franklin County line to the east.
The East-West Corridor plan will use technical analysis as well as stakeholder and public input to:
►
►
►
►

Identify and design corridor-specific improvements to public infrastructure and COTA’s operations
Determine transit modes (e.g. vehicle type) and technologies, station locations, street right-of-way
design and corridor endpoints
Select an E. Broad and/or E. Main Street alignment for high-capacity improvements
Understand the potential impacts to the diverse residential and business communities along these
corridors, with special interest in underserved communities

These efforts will result in recommending a locally preferred alternative to the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) for review and approval.
Transit improvements may also be recommended for segments of the proposed corridors not identified
for high-capacity transit. These could include higher frequency bus service and additional amenities to
improve travel speeds and customer convenience and comfort.
This collaboration strives to implement affordable housing, transportation and development policies that
support inward, focused growth that spurs job growth and a high quality of life.
The East-West Corridor communication and engagement program is being coordinated with the LinkUS
Mobility Corridors program and follows its brand and messaging guidelines.
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1.1

Stakeholder and Public Engagement Goals

The stakeholder and public engagement goals were outlined in the East-West PEP and approved by the
project management team (PMT) in December 2020. The East-West Corridor stakeholder and public
engagement approach is driven by this underlying philosophy: “Don’t create with your customer in mind,
create with your customer.” The premise of this PEP is that the best way to get feedback and buy-in from
a community is when they themselves help design it from the ground up. We call this approach Cultural
Architecture. When a community's voices, history, aspirations, needs and cultural make-up are the
foundation, the outcome of this informed input will be reflected more authentically in the East-West
Corridor plan. Additionally, the preferred alternative(s) will be more aligned with the way people want to
move about and ultimately how they live and thrive.
To that end, the stakeholder and engagement goals of the PEP are to:
i. Learn: Inform the public and stakeholders so they can provide meaningful input to shape the
East-West Corridor selection and design.
ii. Engage: Seek and engage diverse voices that represent the multi-faceted populations of the
East-West Corridor.
iii. Design: Create longer lasting engagement and build buy-in by using low-cost, temporary changes
to the environment (tactical urbanism) and renderings, both online and in communities, to
visually represent these reimagined neighborhoods to seek informed and creative input. (To be
implemented in Phase 2 and described more fully in the Phase 2 PEP.)
iv. Inspire: Bring residents and experts together to reimagine their community with new
transportation and corridor development that meets their needs.
These pillars, LEARN. ENGAGE. DESIGN. INSPIRE., will educate and excite the community as they
co-create the future of mobility in Central Ohio.

1.2

Roles and Decision Framework

A key component of managing expectations is to clearly define who has what role in the decision-making
process to select a locally preferred alternative (LPA).
The East-West Corridor Decision Framework, as shown below, provides an overview of who is collecting
and reviewing data, analyzing technical issues and providing local/national expertise to draft
alternatives; who is advising on community priorities and making recommendations; and ultimately who
has the statutory decision-making authority to approve and adopt the locally preferred alternative and
make related policy decisions. The framework also illustrates that additional stakeholders and the public
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are being engaged through one-on-one and public meetings, social media, surveys and other
engagement.

1.2.1

Study

The PMT includes COTA, City of Columbus, MORPC and Franklin County as well as the consultant project
team, led by AECOM. The PMT uses their technical expertise and national experience to develop and
engineer proposed alternatives.

1.2.2

Advise

An East-West Corridor Technical Group (TG) has assisted the PMT by providing data, technical expertise
and advisory input regarding existing and planned infrastructure, placemaking, zoning and affordable
housing plans and policies. The TG includes local transportation and development subject matter experts
from affected jurisdictions including Columbus, Bexley, Whitehall and Reynoldsburg; Prairie, Franklin and
Jefferson Townships; Franklin County; MORPC and Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT). They
serve as agency and community liaisons and are asked to brief their leadership as well as notify their
constituencies about opportunities for input. The TG met six times during Phase One. The TG was asked
for their agreement on the proposed LPA, which they provided.

1.2.3

Recommend

An East-West Stakeholder Group (SG) convened six times between January and June 2021 and includes a
broad representation of community, business, faith and advocacy group leaders; major employers; and
social service agencies located or with interests in the corridor. SG members serve in an advisory
capacity to provide guidance on community issues and values, vet concepts and ensure information is
easy to understand by their own constituents and the public. The SG have also been asked for their
concurrence with the proposed LPAs.
Like the TG, SG members were asked to use their own communication channels to brief their
constituents and to promote engagement opportunities. The PEP team provided monthly digital
notification and communication materials that TG and SG members could easily distribute.
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1.2.4

Approve

The LinkUS Mobility Corridors Executive Partners includes COTA, the City of Columbus and MORPC -who are also project funders, and Franklin County. These LinkUS partners recognize that any mobility
investment affects city, county and state-owned infrastructure, and may need to tap funding from a
variety of sources. Additionally, executive partner organizations will need to approve, adopt and
implement policies to support the East-West Corridor’s mobility, development and quality of life goals. It
will review the recommended locally preferred alternatives before they move to the COTA Board of
Trustees for adoption.
COTA is the project sponsor and thus the COTA Board of Trustees has the statutory responsibility to
adopt the locally preferred alternative and submit it to the FTA. MORPC’s role is to update the region’s
Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) with the adopted LPA.

Phase One Stakeholder and Public Engagement Schedule
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2.

STAKEHOLDER AND PUBLIC MEETINGS

Connecting with the community from all walks of life has been a critical part of developing the East-West
Corridor Plan. All public meetings involved education and interaction designed to stimulate thoughtful
discussion, connections among participants, creative brainstorming and positive investment in project
outcomes. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, meetings with stakeholder and technical groups and with the
public were held mostly on virtual platforms, including Zoom and Facebook Live. Recordings of the
meetings were then made available on YouTube and redistributed via the LinkUS website, newsletter and
social media channels. Some face-to-face engagement was conducted in May as a part of the East-West
Roadshow, once some COVID-19 restrictions were lifted. All precautions were followed. (More details are
provided below.)
Detailed meeting reports, including public comments are available in the Appendix.

2.1

Technical Group Meetings

Group

Date

Content

TG 1

11/18/2020

Project kick-off, roles, schedule, deliverables like purpose and need
and PEP

TG 2

1/13/2020

Review initial screening results and gather feedback

TG 3

3/17/2021

Discuss progress, review station alternatives and guideway options

TG 4

4/7/2021

Discuss alternatives screening outcomes and emerging preferred
alternative

TG 5

4/17/2021

Review results for capital costs, operating costs, and ridership

TG 6

6/2/2021

Advising on 3 LPA approach

2.2

Stakeholder Group Meetings
Group

Date

Content

SG 1

1/27/2020

Project kick-off, roles, schedule, the draft purpose and need
discussion, round one public meeting preview
High Capacity Transit Plan Purpose and Need
February Presentation/Video: Presentation & Video

Deep Dive

3/3/2021

Review bus rapid transit and LRT analysis results
High Capacity Transit Plan Initial Screening & Rapid Transit
Evaluation Results (Fact Sheet)
Presentation/Video: Presentation & Video
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SG 2

3/30/2021

Share round one stakeholder/public feedback and how
it/TG/conceptual alternatives screening has shaped emerging
preferred alternatives; preview round two public meetings
Presentation/Video: Presentation & Video

SG 3

4/28/2021

Share preliminary stakeholder/public feedback on draft
alternatives; present LPA analysis after further refinement based
on TG input
Presentation/Video: Presentation & Video

SG Discussion
Session

5/26/2021

Presentation/Video: Presentation & Video

SG 4

6/16/2021

Respond to any final questions and ask SG to confirm the
recommended LPA
Frequently Asked Questions
Presentation/Video: Presentation & Video

2.3

Public/Community Meetings
Group

Date

Content

Learn & Inspire
Session 1
Attendees: 45

2/16/2021
NOON

Share project goals and timeline with the community, seek
feedback regarding mobility ideas, challenges and needs
Meeting Video

Learn & Inspire
Session 2
Attendees: 16

2/16/2021
6PM

Share project goals and timeline with the community, seek
feedback regarding mobility ideas, challenges and needs

Co-Create
Session 1
Attendees: 18

2/23/2021
6PM

Co-Create sessions allowed community members to talk with
the project team about specific areas of their community and
how the East West Corridor Plan could improve transit,
walkability and access to other areas of Central Ohio.

Co-Create
Session 2
Attendees: 23

2/25/2021
NOON

Co-Create sessions allowed community members to talk with
the project team about specific areas of their community and
how the East West Corridor Plan could improve transit,
walkability and access to other areas of Central Ohio.

Co-Create
Session 3
Attendees: 18

2/25/2021
6PM

Co-Create sessions allowed community members to talk with
the project team about specific areas of their community and
how the East West Corridor Plan could improve transit,
walkability and access to other areas of Central Ohio.

Round Two
Virtual Public
Meeting 1
Attendees: 30

5/19/2021
NOON

Share Broad/Main ridership/cost/opportunity comparisons and
seek input on preferred E. Main or E, Broad St. route
Seek input: If your area is not selected for BRT, what transit,
pedestrian and bicycling features /improvements would you still
like to see? How can we make transit more attractive and
convenient so you would use it more often? How can we help
make transit stations attractive and a nice focal point for your
community?
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Continue to build excitement about rapid transit investment and
recommended locally preferred alternative
Meeting video
Round Two
Virtual Public
Meeting 2
Attendees: 25

2.4

5/19/2021
6PM

Share Broad/Main ridership/cost/opportunity comparisons and
seek input on preferred E. Main or E, Broad St. route
Seek input: If your area is not selected for BRT, what transit,
pedestrian and bicycling features /improvements would you still
like to see? How can we make transit more attractive and
convenient so you would use it more often? How can we help
make transit stations attractive and a nice focal point for your
community?
Continue to build excitement about rapid transit investment and
recommended locally preferred alternative

One-on-One or Small Group Stakeholder Meetings

One-on-one interviews and/or small group meetings were conducted with community organizations,
municipalities and other key stakeholders to solicit focused feedback. Below is a list of groups and
stakeholders who were engaged during focused meetings and added input to the overall plan.
Municipalities/Cities

►
►
►
►
►

Far East Area Commission
Columbus
Reynoldsburg
Bexley
Whitehall

Area Commissions

►
►
►

Greater Hilltop Area
Commission
Bexley City Council
East Franklinton Review
Board

Other Organizations

►
►

►
►

EAST-WEST CORRIDOR HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT PLAN
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Council
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event
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3.

DIGITAL STRATEGY

Social media, web and digital advertising strategies aligned with LinkUS to reach thousands of
stakeholders and community members within the East-West Corridor geography. The overall goal was to
build awareness and engage stakeholders as social distancing limited the number of in-person
engagements, at least during the first phase of the project. Key highlights of the digital strategy are
included below. More detailed reports of the digital strategy are included in the Appendix.
►

Project page on LinkUS website (linkuscolumbus.com/east-west/)
—

16,150+ unique visitors
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3.1

Digital Advertising Analytics

The goal of the digital advertising strategy was to use ZIP code geotargeting to reach business, residents
and organizations that will be directly impacted streetside and surrounding neighborhoods. Three
different audiences were targeted:
►
►
►

The City of Columbus and 15 miles radius
ZIP codes + behaviors, interests
Business/institutions along the corridor

These audiences were leveraged to build a younger and older demographic which would support
Facebook Automation in placing ads on specific platforms. Below is an example of an audience build out
with a younger demographic:

EAST-WEST CORRIDOR HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT PLAN
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To the right is an example of one of the best performing ads. This ad
was sent to the “Columbus and 15 mile radius” audience. This ad
produced high engagement, high link clicks and high reach with a
diverse range in age. This ad was successful in awareness and
education, LinkUS project branding, as well as driving traffic to the
East-West corridor web page on the LinkUS website.
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3.1.1

Lift Your Voice Video Campaign

► https://youtu.be/EBRKBTnhvIY
The purpose of this informational video was to provide viewers with:
►
►
►
►
►

Awareness and introduction to details of the East-West corridor initiative
Reassurance that their opinions on changes within the city are necessary and valued
Education on how transit improvements will aid in social and economic growth within their
neighborhoods
Inspiration on the ways in which new access and opportunities will become available
Inclusion details on where they can learn more and provide feedback to see the desired changes
within their communities

The two minute, upbeat and inspirational video incorporated personal interviews from select community
members, imagery of landmarks along the E Broad/Main St. Corridors that represent the neighborhoods
along its path, a visual map graphic that represents movement throughout the corridor, and direct
messaging that leads viewers to the survey and information on the town hall meetings.
Results:
►

More than 12,400 views on YouTube

EAST-WEST CORRIDOR HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT PLAN
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►

Social Media Strategy/Engagement

Using the @LinkUSColumbus platforms on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn, messages to
engaged and educated residents about the project and reached thousands along the East-West Corridor.
Monthly social media toolkits to the PMT, technical and stakeholder groups were also distributed to
ensure messaging aligned across partners.
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3.2

Social Media Graphics
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3.3

Social Media Engagement
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Facebook Ad Report by Month

Reach*

Impressions**

Unique Link Clicks

February

27,338

39,567

400

March

41,998

64,695

813

April

60,505

101,412

1,074

May

57,002

123,612

579

Total

186,843

329,286

2,866

*Reach means the number of unique users who see content
**Impressions mean number of times a user may have seen content

3.4

Inclusive & Equitable Engagement

Connecting with the community outside of digital engagement was a priority so that everyone’s voice
and input could be included in recommended plans. The communications and engagement scheduled
five East-West Roadshow events between May 11-18, 2021, to meet people in their communities and
solicit direct input and drive attendance to May virtual meetings.
The events were held at popular, local establishments and at places along the corridor with high foot
traffic:
May 11
1-3PM

Kittie’s Cakes (Bexley)

May 12
8-10AM

Cafe Brioso (Downtown)

May 12
3-6PM

High & Broad (Downtown)

May 14
6-10PM

Franklinton Fridays

May 16
12-3PM

Columbus Museum of Art

May 17
3-6PM

Whitehall Community Park YMCA

The engagements included banners, swag/giveaways, postcards and paper surveys/maps to get feedback
on the project and invite participants to upcoming meetings and engagement opportunities.
Results:
► 300+ residents engaged between 5 events
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Franklinton Fridays
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High & Broad Streets
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Columbus Museum of Art
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Questions/Survey Results:

► Top two transit and neighborhood options that residents prefer:
— Faster, more reliable transit/transit, dedicated lanes
— More sidewalks and bike lanes
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► East Broad vs. East Main alignment exercise to get feedback on where residents resides and the
transit and mobility needs in their neighborhoods.
Through our in-person engagements, there was no clear community preference in the East Broad vs. East
Main alignments. (Main had a few more responses than Broad, but statistically very close). The
community seemed to feel that Main needs transit improvements more than Broad due to equity
factors. Also, there were strong opinions that there are more attractions, destinations for jobs and
recreations along Broad.
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4.

CLEAR, EASY TO UNDERSTAND COMMUNICATION TOOLS

4.1

Monthly E-Newsletters

2/9/2021

3/15/2021
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4/6/2021
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5/12/2021

5/18/2021
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4.2

QR/ Flow Codes and Integrated Technology
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4.3

Fact Sheets

East-West Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Full document:
https://linkuscolumbus.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/LU_EWCorridorFAQs210321.pdf
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5.

COMMUNITY SURVEY

A community survey capturing feedback from the community was available on the East-West Corridor
Plan web page from February to April 2021. Within that time 423 responses were collected. The goal of
the survey was not to collect a statistically significant sample, but to serve as another tool for
engagement for residents who wanted to give feedback and comments on the East-West Corridor Plan.
1.

What neighborhood(s) do you live and/or work in? (check up to 2)

Columbus

102

South Eastmoor

2

Downtown Columbus

99

Weinland Park

2

Bexley

43

Berwick

1

Near East Side /
King-Lincoln-Bronzeville

41

Between Reynoldsburg and Whitehall
in Columbus

1

Franklinton

40

Campus

1

Olde Towne East

36

Clintonville (north)

1

Far East

35

Dublin

1

Whitehall

32

Eastgate

1

EAST-WEST CORRIDOR HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT PLAN
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Reynoldsburg

27

Gahanna

1

Woodland Park

26

Grandview

1

Prairie Township

24

Hilliard

1

Hilltop

20

Lincoln hill

1

South of Main

17

Linden

1

Westgate

16

Merion Village

1

Franklin Park

15

New Albany

1

Mideast

12

North Eastmoor

1

Jefferson Township

9

Northland

1

Eastlawn

7

Obetz

1

Clintonville

6

OSU

1

Eastmoor

6

Pinecrest

1

Blacklick

4

Short North

1

Franklin Township

4

Southern Orchards

1

Upper Arlington

4

Urbancrest

1

South Side

3

West of Prairie Township in City of
Columbus

1

Brewery District

2

Worthington

1

2.

What is your home ZIP code?

43203

49

43017

2

43209

45

43054

2

43205

39

43224

2
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43215

35

45370

2

43213

31

43123

1

43204

24

43238

1

43004

19

43082

1

43119

15

43228

1

43068

14

43103

1

43222

12

43229

1

43206

10

45230

1

43232

9

46410

1

43219

7

65101

1

43214

6

25901

1

43227

6

33131

1

43207

5

47201

1

43201

5

38133

1

43202

4

41017

1

43085

4

45365

1

43147

4

43212

1

43026

3

45005

1

43081

3

43110

1

43221

3

43211

1

43223

3

43058

1
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3.

What is your role in the neighborhood(s) you checked above? (check all
that apply)

Homeowner

270

Community/Organization
Representative

33

Employee/Freelancer

90

City Employee/Elected Official/Civic
Leader

28

Renter

89

Developer/Property Owner

19

Business Owner/Operator

39

Student/Youth

13
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4.

►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

In 6 words or less, what about your neighborhood makes you proud to live
or work there?

Diversity
Proximity
Walkable
Neighborliness
Community Driven
Thriving local businesses
Potential
Affordability
Historic architecture
Family friendly
Inclusive
Vibrant
Convenient
Modern
Artsy
Resilient
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►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Cultural attractions
Density
Safe and clean
Sense of identity, history and pride
Green space
Quiet
Lots of Character and charm
Working Class
Urban and Central
Dynamic
Welcoming
Close knit
Accessible
Black history
Parks
Inclusive
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►
►

Revitalization
Hometown

5.

►
►

Eclectic and lively
Progressive

How do you typically travel to home or work? (check all that apply)

Vehicle/Drive

302

Carshare or Specialty Car Service
(COTA // Plus, Uber/Lyft)

40

Public Transit/Bus

110

Motorized Scooter

23

Walk

83

Carpool/Church Van/Ride from a
Friend

17

Bicycle

61
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6.

Do you currently have access to a car?

Yes

335

No

65

7.

What mobility (travel) options below would you like to use, but can't
because they aren't available or easy to use in your neighborhood? (check
all that apply)
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Bicycle

103

Wheelchair

5

Public Transit/COTA

141

Vehicle/Drive

34

Motorized Scooter

56

Carpool/Church Van/Ride from a
Friend

17

Carshare or Specialty Car Service
(COTA // Plus, Uber/Lyft)

39

Walk

76

Other

47

Non-motorized
Scooter/Skateboard/Rollerblade

22

8.

Finish this sentence: An upgraded, faster transit option along Broad/Main
streets could give me better access to: (check all that apply)

Recreation

284

School/College

84

More Employment Opportunities

184

Other

46

Healthcare

146

Shopping/Groceries

23

Housing

112

Restaurants

12
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9.

Other than a new rapid transit option, what improvements would make
traveling through Broad or Main streets safer, easier and more enjoyable?
(check up to 3)

More/Wider Sidewalks and/or
Improved Pedestrian Crossings

252

More Benches

108

More
restaurants/shopping/entertainment
destinations

223

More Garbage/Recycling Cans

88

More/Better Lighting

188

Other

24

More Bicycle Lanes on Street

183

Trees

5

Slower Traffic

150
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10.

►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

What is your favorite attraction/restaurant/business to visit along
Broad/Main streets?

Franklin Park
Scioto Mile Promenade
Columbus Museum of Art
COSI
Target
Tommy’s Diner
The Walrus
Downtown Bexley
Veteran’s Memorial Museum
Third Way Cafe
Local Restaurants
Drexel Theatre
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►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Lowe’s
Panera
Old Bag of Nails
CCAD
Bottom’s Up
Sandwich Kings
Palace Theatre
Statehouse
Roosevelt
Taft’s Brewporium
Grains and Grapes
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11.

Are you familiar with bus rapid transit (BRT)?

Yes, I am familiar with BRT.

154

I've heard of BRT, but don't know much about it.

117

No, BRT is new to me.

144
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12.

What are your top three priorities in rapid transit service and vehicles?
(check up to 3)

Faster and more frequent service

242

Options to pay for fares on your
smartphone

98

On-time, reliable service

239

Enhanced vehicle onboard features
(Wi-Fi, mobile apps, wider seats, etc.)

50

Affordable ticket/fare price

167

How long it will take to build
(construction schedule and duration)

42

Convenient access to
home/jobs/education/healthcare and
other essential services

154

Ability to bring bike/scooter onboard

30

Environmentally friendly service (low
emission vehicles)

104

What the vehicle looks like

15
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13.

What enhancements would you like to see at rapid transit stations in your
neighborhood? (check up to 3)

Safety/security enhancements
(cameras/lighting)

192

Connections with other services like
bike share, car share services

75

Interactive transit route maps and
technology

159

Local art

71

Convenient transfers with other COTA
service

148

Park & ride

61

How the stations look overall

142

Information about other important
events or services in my community

34

Options to pay for fares at a walk-up
kiosk

111

Other

8

Wi-Fi access

104

14.
►

Do you have any concerns about BRT being available in your
neighborhood?

Overall, most respondents did not have concerns about BRT
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►

►

►

Respondents have a strong desire for:
—

dedicated lanes

—

safe, well lit, and well covered stops

—

more sidewalks in their neighborhoods and increased walkability

—

for buses to arrive reliably and on time

—

for traffic and bike lanes to not be too impacted

Respondents were concerned that:
—

BRT is too flexible

—

it is not a big enough effort compared to LRT and will become outdated

—

the stops will not be well integrated visually into the neighborhoods

—

access will not be equitable and fare will increase

—

low density areas will be underserved, BRT won’t be properly connected to the City’s network,
and routes will not run late enough

—

littering from lack of trash cans and crime around stops will increase

—

traffic will worsen

Questions were raised surrounding:
—

how long BRT will take to build, how long it will take and whether the city will follow through

—

how BRT is different from previous public transportation renovations in the City

—

what communication with the public will look like moving forward
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15.

On a scale of 1-5, how likely are you to use rapid transit on Broad and/or
Main streets? (5 being very likely, 1 being not likely)

1 (least likely)

38

2

47

3

115

4

91

5 (most likely)

132

16.

►

Dedicated right of way is seen as essential to BRT’s success. Reduced lanes for vehicles is desired, but
concerns were raised for those private vehicle owners with mobility issues.
—

►

Provide any additional comments you have related to the possibility of
BRT and improved transit in your neighborhood.

“For BRT to be successful in attracting new riders, enhancing quality of life, and promoting
development, I believe it's very important to include dedicated lanes along the entire line, plus
enhanced sidewalks, pedestrian crossings and bike lanes, traffic calming measures, and
prominent, attractive stations with raised platforms.”

Respondents are interested in potential incentives that would make people choose BRT over taking
their vehicles. Local art, a park and ride service, the lack of obstacles by way of parking, high capacity
buses, more efficient transfers, advanced ticketing, improved connections, and above all, faster lines,
were suggested as solutions. Respondents wish daily public transportation was more feasible.
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—

►

There is a desire for increased pedestrian and cyclist safety and accommodations. Bicyclists are
excited about integrating their transit routines with BRT, but many do not feel safe with current
conditions and infrastructure. Improved sidewalks and crosswalks are needed. Safety from crime was
also listed as a deterrent for non-vehicular alternatives.
—

►

“Please design the system and pedestrian connections for the most vulnerable like the blind and
those in a wheelchair. Having stations with tactile maps and audio enhancements to help the
blind navigate is key.”

There is hope that BRT can improve connection and access both between neighborhoods and within
them. Respondents believe increased transit accessibility will spur growth and employment.
—

►

“I have a small child and want to be able to easily and safely take her with me. I can't do that
very well with the lack of sidewalks, good and safe crosswalks, and lack of dedicated bike lanes.”

Equity continues to be on the forefront of respondents’ minds. Material benefits like free or reduced
bus tickets and political equality - every demographic and neighborhood being considered - is a
priority. Late night and early morning routes will accommodate more fields of employment.
Disability accommodations are also a concern, as is accessibility in communication with COTA.
—

►

“I fully support BRT, but to be considered an improvement, clean, fast, and frequent service [is
paramount] to make transportation by bus equal or better than car travel (when considering
parking) from a time and cost standpoint.”

“[This corridor] has connected East and West Columbus in a way that no other road does, and
these two sides of Columbus have long been connected in ways that other areas of Columbus
are not. It is not uncommon for people to travel E./W. Broad not just for work, but for family,
friends, church and shopping.”

There is a desire for more information from COTA. Some respondents are still unclear of the
differences between BRT and previous COTA improvements.
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17.

What is your age?

19 - 25

28

26 - 34

114

35 - 54

167

65 or older

41

Prefer not to answer

6
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18.

Which racial group do you most closely identify with?

White / Caucasian

299

Black / African-American

60

Prefer not to answer

32

Two or more races

16

Arab

1

Other

1
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19.

Are you Hispanic or Latino?

No

355

Prefer not to answer

30

Yes

28
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20. What is your gender?

Female

209

Male

189

Prefer not to answer

15
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21.

Please tell us about your annual household income:

Less than $10,000

11

$10,000 to $14,999

14

$15,000 to $24,999

17

$25,000 to $34,999

38

$35,000 to $49,999

47

$50,000 to $74,999

79

$75,000 to $99,999

69

$100,000 +

128
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APPENDIX A.Technical Group Meeting Reports
Meeting 1

1.

Purpose: Kick-off the Technical Group (TG) for the LinkUS East-West Corridor.
Date: Wednesday, November 18, 2020
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: WebEx
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gwcf4t2-Ie9GnckFjmWZexGP4ku9sRBF/view?usp=sharing

Introductions

1.
►
►
►

Welcome from COTA and AECOM
Engagement with TG Committee is planned until June 2021
Participants are encouraged to provide any thoughts or questions throughout the process.
2. LinkUS Overview

►

COTA provides an overview of the NextGen Plan and MORPC’s Insight 2050 studies which set the
foundation for the corridors.
—
—

►

NextGen identified six goals beyond transportation: equity, workforce advancement, innovation,
economic development, affordability, and sustainability.
Review of the corridors including Northwest Corridor, Airport-East and East-West Corridor (focus
of this study). Each corridor has its own unique characteristics and densities.

LinkUS represents a unified brand and image for the corridors
3. Project Process and Schedule:

►

AECOM provided an overview of the process to arrive at the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA). The
LPA is an important document necessary for federal funding.
—
—
—
—

►
►

The project team will be working through summer 2021 to develop the LPA.
General project development includes evaluation of modes and alignments.
Following the completion of the LPA, NEPA and 30% design documents will be prepared.
Continue to carry out a Public Engagement Plan during this process.

During these various phases of project development, the TG will be engaged.
High-Level review of the schedule
4. Project Decision Making:
—
—

Committee Structures are as follows:
PAC: Policy-Level Representation; Recommends LPA
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—

TG: Staff from partner organizations
▷
▷
▷
▷

—

Provide technical guidance on stakeholder goals and priorities to determine
feasibility
Serve as liaison to agencies and communities
Meet through Summer 2021
Review key milestone deliverables, provide consensus, and support on-going
engagement efforts

PMT: Core project staff
▷

Including AECOM, COTA, City of Columbus, MORPC, Warhol & Wall Street

5. Review Draft Purpose and Need Framework
►

The Purpose and Need sets the foundation for the study and all technical work. The LPA should be
the most responsive option to the Purpose and Need
—

Summary of the Purpose
▷
▷
▷

—

Needs
▷

—
—
—
—
—
—

►

Provide the implementation framework for a transit and mobility enhancement
strategy designed to improve connectivity
Support and catalyze equitable development and redevelopment projects
Improve access to and opportunities for housing, goods and services, and
employment, especially for historically disadvantaged communities in and around
the corridor
Five core needs:

Reliable and frequent high-capacity transit
Connectivity and Integration Between Planned HCT Corridors
Support Travel Without a Car
Access to employment opportunities and core services
Spur focused and compact infill and redevelopment without displacement of residents
Goals: Set the groundwork for evaluation and are organized by need. Important to focus on
measurable goals.

Evaluation Criteria: Project team will evaluate mode options and alignments
—
—

Mode Options: Bus Rapid Transit and Light Rail Transit
Alignment Criteria: Connections to other high capacity corridors, availability of right-of-way,
employment served, trip generators, population density, percent of the population (minority,
living in poverty, w/o access to car); and legally binding affordable housing units.

6. LinkUS Coordination
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►

A meeting was held (11/6/2020) with the Northwest Corridor Project Management team to discuss
connectivity in the Downtown Columbus area.
—
—
—

►

East-West Downtown Alternatives:
—
—
—
—

►

Review existing conditions in the corridor
Overview and presentation of the evaluation criteria
Analyzed preliminary routing options
Stay on Broad- for those making a through trip downtown
Broad, South to High, and Rich/Main one-way pair (bypass freeway ramps and traffic)
One-way pair on 3 rd /fourth counter flow one-way pair; Rich/Main one-way pair (keep people
off Main
Continue on Broad, Grant, and Rich/Main one-way pair.

Next step is to further analyze these various Downtown alternatives.
7. Stakeholder and Public Engagement Plan

►

Presentation by Warhol & Wall Street of the stakeholder and engagement plan for the East-West
Corridor
—
—

►

Highlighted the four phases: Learn, Engage, Design, and Inspire
Messaging, Strategy, and tools will align with the LinkUS brand

Upcoming Engagement Efforts:
—
—

February (Learn & Inspire): Public survey, community meetings, stakeholder interviews, and
small group input
May (Co-Create Phase): community meetings, reflection from Phase 1, and co-create with SGand
TG additional detail to inform LPA.

8. Next Steps
►

Engagement
—
—
—
—

►

Technical Work:
—
—

►

Finalize messaging (aligned with LinkUS)
Schedule Jan./Feb. community sessions, interviews and small group sessions
Prepare content and notification materials
We will send notification materials in early January and ask for your help distributing them
Finalize Purpose and Need Statement
Draft Definition and Assessment of Preliminary Alternatives

Committee Meetings:
—
—
—

SGMeeting will be scheduled week of December 7th
TG Meeting 2 will be schedule week of January 11th
Meeting invites for next year will be sent out by Zach
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Next Deadline:

►

—
—

2.

TG to review Purpose & Need Framework and send any comments on the document directly to
Zach by Wednesday, November 25, 2020.
Stakeholder suggestions please provide to Donna Marbury

Meeting 2

Purpose: Review initial Screening Results and Gather Feedback
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MfO1KPE3gGIqvqfPfcuzNLBTZ2IA-ZzGKlYbaQoLQkY/edit?usp=sharing

1. Welcome and Introductions
2. Schedule
►

Review of Schedule to date:
—
—
—
—

Completed Existing Conditions analysis;
Purpose and Need Report;
Initial Screening of Modes and Alignment (discussed below);
Draft of Detailed Evaluation Methodologies

3. Evaluation Process
►

Multi-Step evaluation process (previously identified needs, goals, and objectives and evaluation of
modes and alternatives
—
—
—

Meeting focus today is on the segmentation for detailed evaluation methodologies.
Next meeting will be further discussing the viable modes and alignment pairings.
Overview of Purpose and Need – refresher of what the needs identified for the EW Corridor

4. Initial Screening: Mode
►

Four modes were considered for the EW Corridor as identified in insight2050 and COTA’s NextGen
Plan.
—
—

►

The four modes which were evaluated include: Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), Light Rail Transit (LRT),
Modern Streetcar, and Commuter Rail.
Hyperloop and Monorail were removed from the analysis due to cost limitations and other
considerations.

To Evaluate the Mode Choices the following criteria were identified:
—
—

Corridor Fit
Ridership Capacity/ Market Need
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—
—
—
►

►

Capital Cost per Mile
Operating Cost per Hour
Availability of Right-of-Way

The goal of this evaluation was to identify any fatal flaws. Any mode which receives a poor rating
from scale of “best to poor” will be removed from the analysis and not advance to the detailed
evaluation.
Based on this evaluation only Bus Rapid Transit advances to the detailed evaluation; all other modes
received one or more poor ratings.
5. Initial Screening: Alignment

►

►
►

Similar to the modal evaluation, potential alignments were also evaluated. Any alignment which
receives one or more poor ratings would be removed from further analysis. At this point in the
process neither Broad or Main Streets have been removed.
Initial Alignment Evaluation Criteria includes:
Existing Ridership
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

►
►

Connections to planned and existing high capacity transit corridors
Employment served
Non-employment trip generators served
Population Density
Minority population served
Population living in poverty served
Zero-Vehicle households served
Legally binding affordable housing units served
Right-of-Way Availability

Based on this initial screening only Grant Avenue received a poor rating due to right-of-way
considerations and as such as been removed from further evaluation.
TG Feedback:
—
—

Representatives from Reynoldsburg, City of Columbus, Whitehall, and Jefferson Township
vocalized support of this analysis.
No Comments were provided from representatives on the west-side of the corridor.

6. Corridor Segmentation
►

The Purpose of Segmentation:
—
—
—

►

Dividing supports analysis and comparison of various alternatives
Detailed evaluation analyses will be reported in segments
Breakpoints are responsive to changes in right-of-way geometry, land use and/or neighborhood
character.

In the next step of detailed evaluation these segments will help with the evaluation of the
alternatives advancing the initial screening.
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7. Detailed Evaluation Methodologies
►

A series of memos have been developed which outline the methodologies for the detailed
evaluation process. The methodology memos are as follows:
—

—

—
—
—
—

Transportation Analysis – 8 key intersections (frequency of crashes; high capacity; traffic);
looking at parking impacts (number of parking spaces removed); safety (predict crashes at study
area intersections); pedestrian and bicycle connections (consider complete streets)
Environmental Analysis – considers environmental resources within ½ mile of the corridor
including built environment (parks, community facilities); socio-economic (demographics; EJ);
natural resources (air quality, greenhouse gas emissions etc.); includes a FTA Environmental
Benefits Measurement
Economic Development Opportunity Methodology – includes 2 measurements for FTA including
land use and economic development
Capital Costs – Capital cost estimates and FTA cost effectiveness measures
Operating Costs – Travel times, O&M Costs, and ridership modeling
Transit Travel Demand – Ridership Forecasts with STOPS model

8. Public Engagement
►

Timeline for Engagement:
—
—
—

►

January 2021 – Monthly e-newsletter starts
February 2021 - public survey open through March 2021; virtual community meetings start Feb.
16th
May/June 2021- community survey & meeting results; second round of community meetings

Connect to LinkUs
—
—

Linkuscolumbus.com/east-west for updates or questions to
EastWestLinkUS@warholandwallst.com
Other Social media (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)

9. Next Steps
►
►

A PDF of the presentation will be sent out today
Technical Work
—
—
—

►

Finalize initial screening – draft to be circulated
Sending initial screening by Wednesday, January 20th & Detailed Memos
Wednesday, January 27th. Asking for comments to be sent to Zach.

Committee Meetings:
—
—

Stakeholder Group Meeting 1, January 27th
Technical Group Meeting 3, March 17th
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3.

Meeting 3

Purpose: Discuss progress, review station alternatives and guideway options
Date: Wednesday, March 17, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bedHkJ7MP-njpPuEnBwYUX3f9qFf-zHh/view?usp=sharing

1. Welcome and Introductions
2. Study Process Recap
►

Recap of the study process from Purpose and Need, Initial Screening, identifying corridor segments,
and developing the evaluation methodologies for detailed evaluation.
—

►

Rapid Transit Mode Evaluation:
—

►

Next phase is the detailed evaluation and selecting the Locally Preferred Alternative
Provided a Deep Dive to stakeholder group comparing BRT and LRT

Review of the mode evaluation which resulted in selection of BRT due to ridership capacity/market
need and the capital cost per mile.
3. Public Engagement

►
►

Overview of current engagement: online survey (linkuscolumbus.com/ew-survey) and virtual open
house map (arcg.is/1HSX910)
Learn & Inspire Sessions and Co-Create Sessions were held in February
—

Takeaways from Learn & Inspire Sessions:
▷
▷
▷
▷

—

Takeaways from Co -Create Sessions:
▷

—

Equity – top consideration
Environmental concerns/questions – bike lanes, electric vehicles, and air filtration §
Dedicated Right of Way – Essential
Long-Term Commitment – BRT to LRT
Add a Q&A Section on website for transparency
Safety is a major concern for pedestrian and cyclists; explored what feels unsafe.

Other takeaways: maximize economic, cost and time-saving benefits, prioritize art, diversity and
history in station design, and there was no obvious preference for Main Street versus Broad

4. Co-Create Station Input
►

Overview of the comments received during the Co-Create Sessions via the mapping tool:
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—
—
—

Added a proposed station in response to multiple comments on the east portion of the corridor
Respondents highlighted destinations downtown, crossing concerns, and area for future
exploration/next phase of design
Many destinations were highlighted on the east side – proposed stations align with many of
these comments. East of I-270 members of the public highlighted a need for a park and ride.

5. Proposed Station Locations
►

Station Siting Criteria includes:
—
—
—

►

Proximity to activity centers, affordable housing, and development opportunities
Connection to existing transit service and future high-capacity transit
Also important to consider the station development zones

Overview of Alternatives Presented for Stations:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Galloway Road & Westwoods Blvd
Westland Mall and Georgesville Road
Eureka Ave and Whitethorne Avenue & Highland Ave and Lechner Ave
Downtown Alignments
Governors Place/Champion, Winner Ave/Wilson Ave, and Taylor Ave/Auburn Ave
McNaughten Road and Brice Road
Haft Drive and Lancaster Ave
Oak Valley Road and Taylor Road

6. Station Location Alternatives
►

In-depth discussion of analysis of the station location alternatives:
—
—
—

►

Focus of analysis on COTA’s goals, FTA criteria for funding, and stakeholder input
Metrics – locations best serve residents, workers, and businesses, trying to find areas of large
scale re-development etc.
Grouped analysis into three themes: Equity, Employment, and Redevelopment potential

Overview of alternatives and discussion are in Table 1 below.
7. Proposed Guideway Options

►

Goal is to gain understanding on how various options could be used throughout the corridor:
—
—
—

►

Median dedicated
Curbside dedicated or BAT (business access transit lane)
Mixed Flow

Overview of various examples including images of station options
—
—
—

Also exploring bikeway treatments – need to balance vision with existing conditions
Considering how to make improvements for the visually impaired
Parking – goal is to preserve as much parking as possible
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8. Next Steps
Next meeting – presenting the first round analysis for each alternative (transportation,
environmental, and economic development).

►

4.

Meeting 4

Purpose: Discuss progress, review station alternatives and guideway options
Date: Wednesday, March 17, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
1. Welcome and Introductions
2. Study Process Recap
● Recap of the study process from Purpose and Need, Initial Screening, identifying corridor
segments, and developing the evaluation methodologies for detailed evaluation.
● Next phase is the detailed evaluation and selecting the Locally Preferred Alternative
● Rapid Transit Mode Evaluation:
○ Provided a Deep Dive to stakeholder group comparing BRT and LRT
○ Review of the mode evaluation which resulted in selection of BRT due to ridership
capacity/market need and the capital cost per mile.
3. Public Engagement
● Overview of current engagement: online survey (linkuscolumbus.com/ew-survey) and virtual
open house map (arcg.is/1HSX910)
● Learn & Inspire Sessions and Co-Create Sessions were held in February
○ Takeaways from Learn & Inspire Sessions:
■ Equity – top consideration
■ Environmental concerns/questions – bike lanes, electric vehicles, and air
filtration
■ Dedicated Right of Way – Essential
■ Long-Term Commitment – BRT to LRT
■ Add a Q&A Section on website for transparency
○ Takeaways from Co -Create Sessions:
■ Safety is a major concern for pedestrian and cyclists; explored what feels unsafe.
■ Other takeaways: maximize economic, cost and time-saving benefits, prioritize
art, diversity and history in station design, and there was no obvious preference
for Main Street versus Broad
4. Co-Create Station Input
● Overview of the comments received during the Co-Create Sessions via the mapping tool:
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○
○
○

Added a proposed station in response to multiple comments on the east portion of the
corridor
Respondents highlighted destinations downtown, crossing concerns, and area for future
exploration/next phase of design
Many destinations were highlighted on the east side – proposed stations align with
many of these comments. East of I-270 members of the public highlighted a need for a
park and ride.

5. Proposed Station Locations
● Station Siting Criteria includes:
○ Proximity to activity centers, affordable housing, and development opportunities
○ Connection to existing transit service and future high-capacity transit
○ Also important to consider the station development zones
● Overview of Alternatives Presented for Stations:
○ Galloway Road & Westwoods Blvd
○ Westland Mall and Georgesville Road
○ Eureka Ave and Whitethorne Avenue & Highland Ave and Lechner Ave
○ Downtown Alignments
○ Governors Place/Champion, Winner Ave/Wilson Ave, and Taylor Ave/Auburn Ave
○ McNaughten Road and Brice Road
○ Haft Drive and Lancaster Ave
○ Oak Valley Road and Taylor Road
6. Station Location Alternatives
● In-depth discussion of analysis of the station location alternatives:
○ Focus of analysis on COTA’s goals, FTA criteria for funding, and stakeholder input
○ Metrics – locations best serve residents, workers, and businesses, trying to find area of
large scale re-development etc.
○ Grouped analysis into three themes: Equity, Employment, and Redevelopment potential
○ Overview of alternatives and discussion are in Table 1 below.
7. Proposed Guideway Options
● Goal is to gain understanding on how various options could be used throughout the corridor:
○ Median dedicated
○ Curbside dedicated or BAT (business access transit lane)
○ Mixed Flow
● Overview of various examples including images of station options
○ Also exploring bikeway treatments – need to balance vision with existing conditions
○ Considering how to make improvements for the visually impaired
○ Parking – goal is to preserve as much parking as possible
8. Next Steps
Next meeting – presenting the first round analysis for each alternative (transportation, environmental,
and economic development).
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5.

Meeting 5

Purpose: Review results for Capital Costs, Operating Costs, and Ridership
Date: Wednesday, April 21, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document https://docs.google.com/document/d/10uSymREAME5mxD4c1V23rXi7OvOrfODJevrItLtapwI/edit?usp=sharing

1. Welcome from the COTA Project Team
2. Study Process Recap
►

Recap of the study process from Purpose and Need, Initial Screening, identifying corridor segments,
and developing the evaluation methodologies for detailed evaluation.
—

►

Currently completing the detailed evaluation – the analysis will be presented in two parts (this
meeting addresses the second of those analyses).

Review of the segments in the corridor for analysis and recap of the guideway’s under evaluation:
dedicated median, dedicated side, and mixed flow.
3. Overview of Today’s Evaluation Topics

►
►

Evaluation memo results are organized by segment – asking for technical group members specific
comments on each of the accompanying technical memos.
The evaluation topics are divided into six different disciplines:
—
—
—

Last meeting: Transportation, Environmental, and Economic Development
Today: Ridership Forecasts, Capital Costs, and Operating & Maintenance Costs
A decision-making tool will be available to help analyze tradeoffs.

4. Ridership Forecasts
►

Started with COTA’s 2018 regional System Trips on Project Software Model (STOPS)
—
—
—

►

Validated to 2019 (pre-COVID data is permitted by FTA at this time)
Downtown Columbus and Reynoldsburg each split into two district
Factored for likely dedicated lanes and mixed traffic

Review of 2040 Average Weekday Corridor Trips – the Main Street alignments do a bit better;
—
—

Mixed traffic has lower levels of ridership compared to dedicated curbside and Dedicated center
median – due to the travel times improvements with the dedicated guideway alternatives
Broad Street alignment has three or four stops in Downtown compared to other alignments with
6 stops therefore seeing more ridership for the Main alignments.
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5. Operating and Maintenance Costs
►

Purpose – compare high-level operating cost implications of various alignment and design choices:
—
—

►

O&M Factors:
—

►

Evaluation topics include: travel times and operating costs
Not included: system side cost impacts of network integration, schedule changes, and changes
in revenue.
Across all alternative’s local unit costs and schedule assumptions are consistent; differences are
seen in terms of operating speeds/travel times and dedicated guideway (alternative
dependent).

Travel time differences – no significant difference in travel times between Main & 3rd/4th Street
—
—
—

Focus more on Main and Broad – Broad has a shorter travel time than Main
A sample trip is provided showing Hamilton Road to Broad at High Street – with BRT you are
getting those travel times savings
Travel times – in order to maintain the 10 minute peak frequency for FTA requirements – at a
certain point an additional vehicle needs to be added to maintain that frequency which can
drive costs etc. The slower the guideway type the more vehicles you need. Another cost driver is
the amount of dedicated guideway. You can lower costs even more by selecting different
guideway alternatives by segment (this will be explored in the capital costs tool).

6. Capital Cost
►

Purpose – high level capital cost implications of various alignment and design choices (currently at
5% level of design – continued to be refined in future)
—
—

►

Comparing the Cost Components –
—

►

Estimates include high levels of contingency to account for conceptual level of design
Standard Cost Categories (SCC) for capital projects – allows us to group costs and take costs and
compare projects either in Columbus or across the country.
Example Segment 9 (Main Street Alignment & Broad Street Alignment) – on Main Street the
increment between Main and Dedicated Median is not that much different; on Broad we have
higher costs because we do not have an urban roadway. We have to make a decision here, for
example, about how we want to advance with the guideway.

Capital Costs by Segment are shared showing the low end and high end costs determined at this
point in design.
7. Decision Making Tool

►

Allows us to look at various factors at a segment by segment level – this does not account for easily
quantifiable measures which are also important (public input, public perception, level of service (i.e.
experience you get while riding).
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8. Engagement
Nearly 400 people have taken our community survey
There's plenty of work to do to get the word out! We are:

►
►

—
—

Meeting with area commissioners, community and professional organizations about the
East-West Corridor Plan
Planning an East-West Corridor Roadshow for May, popping up at local events and businesses to
get more feedback from the community

Next virtual public meeting: May 19 at noon and 6PM
Visit LinkUSColumbus.com/East-West for meeting registration, community survey and virtual open
house

►
►

9. Summary & Next Steps
Action items: review evaluation results memo and play with decision making tool Public engagement
in May
Virtual public meetings on May 19
Roadshow engagements in May
Please promote with your organizations (info to follow)
Technical Group meeting 6 is on June 2
Will review stakeholder group/public input and discuss the Locally Preferred Alternative
recommendation

►
►
►
►
►
►

6.

Meeting 6

Purpose: Review results for Capital Costs, Operating Costs, and Ridership
Date: Wednesday, June 2, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom

1. Welcome from the COTA Project Team
►

Introductions and Welcome
2. Study Process & Goals Recap

►
►

Recap of the study process from Purpose and Need, Initial Screening, identifying corridor segments,
and developing the evaluation methodologies for detailed evaluation.
Review of the guideway options: dedicated center median, dedicated curbside, and mixed flow
traffic option.
3. Overall Evaluation & Engagement Summary
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►
►

Evaluation results show that the numbers won’t make the decision for us regarding the East Broad
and East Main Street alternatives.
Completed public engagement:
▷
▷
▷

Online survey (423 responses), roadshows (300 engagements), and virtual public
meetings (63 attendees).
Public input: participating residents preferred faster and more reliable transit
Participating residents have equal preference for both E. Broad and E. Main

4. Defining the LPA
►
►

The LPA is defined by alignment, station locations, and guideway design
The technical analysis indicates that there is no clear winner between East Main and East Broad
—
—
—

All viable for Capital Investment Grant (CIG) federal Small Starts funding
Breaking the corridor into 3 projects maximizes the BRT investment, attracts more federal
funding, increases implementation flexibility and reflects the community preferences
Recommending that all three projects advance

5. Overview of the New Starts vs. Small Starts Process
►

New Starts project requires additional FTA oversight, additional steps and time
—

►

1 New Starts project cost would $448 million

Small Starts project would allow for an increase the federal share
—
—

—
—
—
—

New thought process would be to frame this corridor is three smaller projects in order to
leverage more federal funding both for East-West and other corridors.
Benefits of the Small Starts Approach: faster, more flexible implementation with fewer FTA
reviews and checkpoints and can be framed by local decision making, allows for a full corridor
buildout over time, and addresses traffic constraints in the Downtown. Additionally can help
advance NW Corridor routing decisions and offer overlapping service in Downtown.
Intent is to integrate with the Northwest Corridor
Overlapping of services on High Street helps with the project justification and supports economic
development
Dedicated lanes proposed where these provide the most project benefit (majority of the
corridor).
Takes about 6 years from LPA to service rollout

6. Capital Costs by Segment:
►

The decision-making tool feeds into the cost and guideway by LPA
—
—
—

East Main (LPA 1)
West Broad (LPA 2)
East Broad (LPA 3)
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►

Annual O&M Costs: depending on the corridor the O&M Costs vary
—
—
—

East Main: $10 M - $10.5 M
West Broad: $6M - $7M
East Broad: $9M – $10M

7. LinkUs Corridors: The Big Picture
►

We are always keeping in mind the other HCT Corridors – currently advancing the Northwest and
East-West Corridor. It would give the most flexibility to the LinkUS initiative team and to understand
how other corridors advance.
—

Discussion about the LPA and the proposed guideways

8. Path to Implementation:
►

Overview of the proposed path forward:
—
—

Request to enter project development (PD): letter to FTA so that all money spent on the project
will be counted for local match. Then moving forward to NEPA & 30% design.
Next summer: requesting evaluation and rating and inclusion for federal budget 2024.

—
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APPENDIX B.Stakeholder Group
Meeting Reports
1.

Meeting 1

Purpose: Introduction to the East-West Corridor Project
Date: Wednesday, January 27, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gwcf4t2-Ie9GnckFjmWZexGP4ku9sRBF/view?usp=sharing

1. Welcome and Introductions
►

Welcome by the COTA team to the Stakeholder Group (SG) members.
2. LinkUs

►
►
►

Review of LinkUs & the driving principles to shape the corridor projects
Linking the region so that we are moving the region forward; two LinkUs initiatives going forward the
East-West and North-West Corridor
Central Ohio expected to reach 3 M residents by 2050.
—
—
—
—
—

►

Potential for transit to focus growth and transportation
Multimodal improvements, not just transit
Smart and intentional development and growth
Equity—priority #1
Other driving priorities: Workforce advancement, innovation, econ dev, affordability and
sustainability

Survey Conducted: Many SG members were aware of LinkUS; excited to be participating and
indicated many customers/constituents currently drive a car.
3. Review of East-West Corridor Study

►
►
►

Process from October – November
Purpose and Need: identifies the goals and objectives and identifies evaluation criteria.
Narrowing the universe of alternatives – August will have the Locally Preferred Alternative (project
that is the best one to move forward).
4. East-West Decision Framework:

►

SG to reach consensus on the LPA by the end of this process
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►

Schedule: October 2020 – August 2021; Next meeting in April 2021 to include detailed information
regarding cost, benefits etc. June decide on the LPA
5. Purpose & Need:

►
►
►

Framework for developing and evaluating the alternatives
Review of the needs identified in the P&N
What is missing in the P&N? See summary of comments in appendix below.
6. Initial Screening – Modes

►

Four modes were considered for the EW Corridor as identified in insight2050 and COTA’s NextGen
Plan.
—
—

►

To Evaluate the Mode Choices the following criteria were identified:
—
—
—
—
—

►

The four modes which were evaluated include: Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), Light Rail Transit (LRT),
Modern Streetcar, and Commuter Rail.
Hyperloop and Monorail were removed from the analysis due to cost limitations and other
considerations.
Corridor Fit
Ridership Capacity/ Market Need
Capital Cost per Mile
Operating Cost per Hour
Availability of Right-of-Way

The goal of this evaluation was to identify any fatal flaws. Any mode which receives a poor rating
from scale of “best to poor” will be removed from the analysis and not advance to the detailed
evaluation.
—

Based on this evaluation only Bus Rapid Transit advances to the detailed evaluation; all other
modes received one or more poor ratings.

7. Initial Screening – Alignment:
►

►

Similar to the modal evaluation, potential alignments were also evaluated. Any alignment which
receives one or more poor ratings would be removed from further analysis. At this point in the
process neither Broad or Main Streets have been removed.
Initial Alignment Evaluation Criteria includes:
—
—
—
—
—

Existing Ridership
Connections to planned and existing high capacity transit corridors
Employment served
Non-employment trip generators served
Population Density
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—
—
—
—
—
►

Minority population served
Population living in poverty served
Zero-Vehicle households served
Legally binding affordable housing units served
Right-of-Way Availability

Based on this initial screening only Grant Avenue received a poor rating due to right-of-way
considerations and as such as been removed from further evaluation.
8. Corridor Segmentation

►

The Purpose of Segmentation:
—
—
—

►

Dividing supports analysis and comparison of various alternatives
Detailed evaluation analyses will be reported in segments
Breakpoints are responsive to changes in right-of-way geometry, land use and/or neighborhood
character.

In the next step of detailed evaluation these segments will help with the evaluation of the
alternatives advancing the initial screening.
9. Detailed Evaluation Methodologies

►

A series of memos have been developed which outline the methodologies for the detailed
evaluation process. The methodology memos are as follows:
—

—
—
—
—
—

Transportation Analysis – 8 key intersections (frequency of crashes; high capacity; traffic);
looking at parking impacts (number of parking spaces removed); safety (predict crashes at study
area intersections); pedestrian and bicycle connections (consider complete streets)
Environmental Analysis
Economic Development Opportunity Methodology
Capital Costs – Capital cost estimates and FTA cost effectiveness measures
Operating Costs – Travel times, O&M Costs, and ridership modeling
Transit Travel Demand – Ridership Forecasts with STOPS model

10. Detailed Evaluation Methodologies
►

Timeline for Engagement:
—
—
—

►

January 2021 – Monthly e-newsletter starts
February 2021 - public survey open through March 2021; virtual community meetings start Feb.
16th
May/June 2021- community survey & meeting results; second round of community meetings

Connect to LinkUs
—

Linkuscolumbus.com/east-west for updates or questions to
EastWestLinkUS@warholandwallst.com
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—
►

Other Social media (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)

Northwest Corridor
—

Virtual Open House: February 1, 2021

11. Other Discussion/Questions
►

See summary of questions in comments in table below.
12. Next Steps

►

Technical Work:
—
—

►

Digest stakeholder & public input
Draft detailed evaluation definition for alternatives

Committee Meetings
—
—

Stakeholder Group Meeting 2 – April 21, 2021
Technical Group Meeting 3 – March 17, 2021

Table 1. Summary of Questions and Comments
Purpose & Need – What Participants wanted to see Included:
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►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Price
Bikes & Scooters
Danger of Bikes along with Cars
Dedicated lanes for bikes/ Protected Lanes
Differently abled & seniors
Consistent schedules & ease of transfers
First-Last mile connections – those outside
of EW?
Affordability
Better connection between stops
Safety for teens

►
►
►

►
►
►
►

Sidewalk access
Fewer lanes for SOVs
Allow for better festival traffic & reroutes;
help NVMM and COTA and new Scioto build
up better visitation
Improved infrastructure
Bilingual and uniform signage
Vibrant streetscape
Balancing the need for rapid transit with
need to preserve walkable, human scale
neighborhoods etc.

Initial Screening – Mode
►
►

Marc Conte - Capital Crossroads SID: If the study area is a 20-mile corridor, then why is modern
streetcar being studied? It typically serves a 5-mile corridor at best.
Tony Lococo – Downtown Residents Association of Columbus What is the length of the East-West
Corridor being studied?

COTA Response: – 20 miles

Topic – Data/Criteria Considerations:
►
►

►

►

►
►

Guadalupe Velasquez- Welcoming City: Have you thought about the opportunity to expand in
distance and ease of growth potential?
Josh Lapp – Transit Columbus: – Transit Columbus: Why are we evaluating ridership based on existing
ridership? I’ve taken the opportunity to review similar evaluations and for instance the AECOM Tier 2
evaluation of the Health Line in Cleveland reviewed based on projected riders not existing ridership.
Julia Suprock Response: At this point in the process, we are looking at existing ridership as a means
to identify which modes won't be able to serve existing and future ridership. As we move into the
detailed evaluation, we will be generating project-specific ridership forecasts for now and decades
into the future. Those ridership forecasts will be generated using the FTA's preferred forecasting
model, and will incorporate MORPC's growth forecasts. Those ridership forecasts will be generated
using the FTA's preferred forecasting model, and will incorporate MORPC's growth forecasts.
Cathy Cowan Becker- Global Institute of Sustainable Prosperity: Just the act of building this corridor
and developing this area will bring in a lot of new ridership ... plus this area is growing regardless. We
rely need to take future ridership into account.
Megan Meyer – City of Whitehall: Is 9,000 riders a day low for a City of our size? And if so, why is
that?
Chet Ridenour: Did the CMAX see that same 25-40% ridership increase along that route?
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►

►
►
►

►
►

COTA Response: The CMAX saw a 20% increase within the Corridor over a 2 year stretch. Moving
forward, with LinkUS, we are looking to build above CMAX amenities including dedicated right of
way and other amenities
LTG Mike Ferriter- National Veterans Memorial: Seems versatile and flexible routes are important
criteria
Marc Conte- Capital Crossroads SID: The evaluation presented so far doesn't seem to address the
goals that were brought up at the start of the meeting.
Matt Martin – Columbus Foundation: Would seem important to make sure this planning happens in
conjunction with the MORPC Regional Housing Strategy, which will help determine density levels of
the future [a key factor here]
Marc Conte- Capital Crossroads SID: Was the potential for economic development considered?
Julia Suprock Response: Economic development potential will be considered during the detailed
evaluation (results in April).

Topic: Screening Out Light Rail
►

►

►
►
►
►

►

►
►
►

Josh Lapp – Transit Columbus: My concern is that we will screen out Light Rail based on the lower
existing ridership without ever knowing what the projected ridership would have been with LRT.
Doesn’t mean we are going to decide to go with LRT but it would be good to know the cost/benefit
as it relates to ridership and mobility of BRT vs LRT
Julia Suprock Response: This study is considering the 20-mile East-West Corridor as part of the
LinkUS network, but we will be considering designs that can be geographically extended in future
years.
Marc Conte- Capital Crossroads SID: We should be evaluating BRT vs. light rail more fully.
Sharon Parsons- East Main Special Improvement District: Were the general attitudes of people
considered regarding light rail vs. buses?
Megan Meyer, City of Whitehall: It seems too soon to count modes out.
Jennifer Chamberlin – Far East Area Commission I think we are making a big mistake by not further
considering light rail for the size of our city. We are drastically behind other major cities in mass
transit. This really isn't the first mtg. We have had these Stakeholder meetings for a few years now.
At previous meetings, all four modes were on the table. This is the first that it has been narrowed all
the way down.
Rachel Wenning- Greater Hilltop Area Commission - Greater Hilltop Area Commission : I think it's
unfortunate that the unpopularity and inconvenience of our current bus system is keeping us from
thinking bigger.
Melissa Green-West Side Neighborhood Pride Center: I think that if you surveyed the community the
excitement and desire for LRT would be significantly higher than BRT.
Abby Everson – OhioHealth: How long of a commitment would we be making? If there’s opportunity
to expand to a different mode in the future, what does that look like?
Darrell Holmes- Far East Area Commission Consensus is always better than a plop decision ... in other
words, help bring the people along with your process
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Topic: Federal Funding
►
►
►

Rachel Wenning- Greater Hilltop Area Commission : Are we limited only to Federal funding?
Marc Conte- Capital Crossroads SID: Can we get more detailed information on the "black box" that is
federal funding? It would be helpful to have the scoring details.
Ronni Nimps- Franklin County Engineers Office I imagine it would be very difficult to complete a
project without federal funding.

Initial Screening: Alignment

Topic: Active Transportation
►

►
►
►

Chet Ridenour: Was there any discussion around adding biking infrastructure? Biking is considered
active transportation, is healthier, better for the environment, and more affordable than the options
presented.
Julia Suprock Response: We are absolutely incorporating active transportation into the next phase of
analysis - looking at how we can improve bike/ped facilities within the corridor.
Cathy Cowan Becker- Global Institute of Sustainable Prosperity: : If we might upgrade this to light rail
at some point, wouldn't the option straight up and down Broad be best?
Erin Synk – Yay Bikes: Have any of these right of way availability considerations looked at dedicated
space for bikes as well?

Topic: Connection to Other Modes
►
►

Megan Meyer- Whitehall: Is future integration into more advanced modes being considered as an
alignment screening factor?
Jim Sweeney- Sweeney & Associates: A thought: my highly educated roommate said he wanted rail
in his city just because he wants it. Like people want public art or sports. He has since moved out of
Columbus to a city that has rail. He calls it a “real” city.

Topic: Alignment Considerations
►
►

►
►

Jennifer Chamberlin- Far East Area Commission: I think if they went with East Broad they would lose
support from the City of Reynoldsburg
LTG Mike Ferriter- National Veterans Memorial: Seems enhancing commerce, tourism and festivals
should be criteria, So flexibility to adjust routes across the River when Broad could be used for
festivals
Sharon Parsons-East Main Special Improvement District: The majority of the businesses are on Main
Street on the East Side
Bruce Harkey- Franklin Park Conservatory: Is access to arts and cultural organizations on E. Broad
Street covered under 'Trip Generators?'
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Annie Marsico- Ohio State Medical Center: Would you consider transferring from Broad to Main after
Franklin Park?
Cathy Cowan Becker- Global Institute of Sustainable Prosperity: Can we go farther west on Broad?
Why stop it where it stops?
Lynne LaCour- Far East Price Center: Was the last table given to the Communities?
Nancy Rhynard- Hilltop Business Assoc: Currently a COTA bus has a park and ride and stop at Hilliard
Rome / W. Broad can potentially go further?
Autumn Glover- PACT: People use the bus further west of Franklin Park on Broad Street through
Bexley and Eastmoor would be appropriate, perhaps at Town and Country is where ridership may
shift to Main in Whitehall
Marc Conte- Capital Crossroads SID Regarding extending the route further, what is COTA's funding
territory beyond Franklin County to the east and west?
Megan Meyer For Whitehall- should Broad Street be selected as the alignment - it’s important to
note a major redevelopment project at the northeast corner of East Broad Street and Hamilton Road
Autumn Glover- PACT Great point about Whitehall projects... there are a lot of small businesses on
Main Street in Columbus/Bexley... but residents and the workforce may be commuting on Broad
Street
Cathy Cowan Becker- Global Institute of Sustainable Prosperity: There is a lot of underserved area on
West Broad farther west than this seems to go.

►
►
►
►
►

►
►
►

►

General Comments
Trent Smith-Franklinton: Wondering if any part of the funding being considered will offer subsidies to
low income riders, or potential riders, that cannot afford to take advantage of the increased mobility
options.
Josh Lapp – Transit Columbus: : Regarding the detailed evaluation -can lower grade upgrades to the
non-selected street (Broad or Main) be included in the federal application to this or will they be
included somewhere in the analysis?
Kimberly Sharp-COTA: Next Meeting might be helpful to tentatively discuss federal funding process
next meeting & compare with community needs

►

►

►

2.

Modal Deep Dive

Purpose: To Review Bus Rapid Transit and LRT Analysis Results
Date: Wednesday, March 3, 2021
Time: 1PM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D1oE8th9Xwvp4_1_A5IDgXV4lMG7L0MN/view?usp=sharing

1. Welcome and Introductions
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►

Welcome by the team to the attendees joining for the modal deep dive. This is an optional meeting
for those who are interested in learning more about the bus rapid transit (BRT) versus light rail
transit (LRT) analysis for the East-West Corridor.
2. LinkUs Overview:

►
►
►

Review of LinkUs & the driving principles to shape the corridor projects
Linking the region so that we are moving the region forward; two LinkUs initiatives going forward the
East-West and North-West Corridor
Formed a partnership of agencies to advance this work and built on prior efforts to create an
implementation Framework Strategy.
3. Deep dive: Comparing BRT vs. LRT Rapid Transit Modes

Focus the deep dive on questions that were brought up in the last meetings about BRT versus LRT
►

►
►
►

Review of the characteristics of both BRT and LRT including service frequency, typical corridor length,
operating speed, right-of-way, station spacing, vehicle types, technology, and typical operating cost
per hour for both.
Key for both is to have both frequent and reliable service; incorporating travel time benefits with
transit signal priority, enhanced stations, and zero-emissions vehicles.
Review of the differences of each mode primarily for guideway, capacity, and construction.
The mode evaluation rated BRT and LRT (among other modes) across a series of evaluation criteria
rated best, good, fair, and poor. The two distinguishing factors for the evaluation were ridership
capacity/market need and capital cost per mile.
—
—
—

►

Ridership compared daily ridership to national average ridership to align with FTA requirements.
Capital cost per mile compared peer’s agency projects in various stages of implementation.
Capital cost dollars were inflated to 2020 for previously implemented projects.
Reasons why LRT Costs More per Mile: Specialty contractor for rail construction and
maintenance, requires electric catenary infrastructure, and more expensive vehicles.

Overall, BRT was the recommended mode because it is the best fit for providing premium rapid
transit in the East- West Corridor. BRT is the most federally competitive, most timely to construct,
compatible with anticipated ridership and consistent with existing area plans. Additionally it is the
greatest value for cost and is adaptable to emerging mobility/technology
4. Station Location Exercise:

►
►

Participants are encouraged to complete a homework assignment to map station locations at the
following link: https://arcg.is/0TO9f0. Indicated where on the map stations should go and why.
Provide any notes about concerns getting to/from the stations (challenges, possible improvements).
Consider needs for bicycle infrastructure or features for pedestrians.
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5. Other Discussion/Questions
►

See summary of questions in comments in table below.
6. Next Steps

►
►
►

Provided your comments on station map by March 10
Digest SG, TG, and public input on stations along technical analysis
Next Stakeholder Group – March 30th
—

More on evaluation methodology and proposed station locations and guideway options.

Table 1. Summary of Questions and Comments
►

Marc Conte – What about operating cost per passenger or passenger mile?
—

►

Joshua Lapp – What future technology are we talking about?
—

►

Chris Hermann: Absolutely, I think the thought process is if there are necessary adjustments to
entry, exit, lane changes etc. it will be more challenging to change the rail infrastructure.

Marc Conte – That’s already automated for LRT since it’s on track.
—

►

AECOM – Generally connected and automated vehicles, FTA is piloting a new project in
Connecticut; the technology coming out could be fully automated or generally enhanced
connectivity such as easing into stations etc.

Marc Conte – Wouldn’t a light rail vehicle also be able to be automated?
—

►

AECOM: The metric is available on the National Transit Database profiles. After we have corridor
specific information, we can answer that question more specifically. As you are looking at
operating cost per mile for LRT or different modes, those modes are carrying more people. If you
are carrying 90,000 people per day, costs will be lower. This corridor is not poised to carry those
volumes at the moment. The key is to match capacity to the East-West Corridor so we can keep
the cost per passenger reasonable.

AECOM: True on automated technology - Bus manufacturers are working more on emerging
technology whereas light rail cars may tend to remain similar to what is available today.

Marc Conte – Can we get a copy of the formulas? And will this go to Small Starts or New Starts?
—

AECOM - Yes, we will provide that FTA information in the chat. FTA is very transparent about its
formulas and processes. It is still to be determined based on capital costs if the project will be in
Small Starts or New Starts.
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►

—

FTA information provided:
https://www.transit.dot.gov/funding/grant-programs/capital-investments/final-capital-investme
nt-grant-program-interim-policy & FTA STOPS ridership forecasting

—

information https://www.transit.dot.gov/funding/grant-programs/capital-investments/stops

Paul Matthews: I assume this is connecting to the Airport?
—

►

Joshua Lapp: I’m interested in knowing what the potential benefits of future technologies would be
if that is being communicated as one of the reasons to choose BRT. Or alternatively I supposed I’d
like to understand if other cities are making bad decisions if they are currently building LRT.
(Minneapolis, Phoenix, etc.)?
—

►
►

►

AECOM – Those peer systems have the ridership demand; LRT has higher capacity and carries
more people; the scale of investment for LRT is met when you cross that ridership threshold.
Also those peers are doing corridor specific design and have gone through similar analyses
processes and LRT was the mode that fit the demand for those corridors. At the same time, they
also have corridors where they are pursuing BRT.

Marie Keister: In a BRT project, one mile may be lower cost while another mile might be more
expensive based on the specific needs of that mile.
Erin Synk: if the ridership grows to meet the LRT metrics, is it possible to upgrade the line in the
future to LRT?
—

Chris Hermann: Yes, particularly if there are dedicated lanes for BRT.

—

AECOM: Yes, the ROW can be preserved to convert as needed. It’s about making the investment
today to preserve those options in the future. If we wait for the ridership and do nothing, we
miss the opportunity to reserve the ROW for the rapid transit investment. Gavin: by investing in
the service and providing higher amenities you will achieve those ridership levels faster;
providing a good service today and investments with that ROW spurs development, that
development leads to more riders and get to the point where you can sustain some other mode
sooner.

Marc Conte: For the station exercise, what’s the maximum number of stations that we should think
about? About how far apart should they be spaced on average?
—

►

COTA: For east side, alternatives analysis is between East Main Street and East Broad Street from
downtown to County Line.

COTA – Generally 1⁄2 mile to 1 mile in distance.

Marc Conte: And we are still looking at both Broad and Main so we should put stations on both,
right?
—

AECOM: Yes, that is correct.
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Joshua Lapp: Are we examining operations as well? Though running service on Broad remains
important and it’s possible operations could better line up with NW Corridor/E Main.

►

—

3.

Marie – Yes, we will go into more of that evaluation methodology at our next meeting so there is
an opportunity to influence that.

Meeting 2

Purpose: East-West High Capacity Transit Corridor Project
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vMwLs00cdgF5HoA_SW4c1uf-hJfg_hDh/view?usp=sharing

1. Welcome and Introductions
●

Welcome by the COTA team to the Stakeholder Group (SG) members.

2. Study Process Recap
►

Recap of the study process from Purpose and Need, Initial Screening, identifying corridor segments,
and developing the evaluation methodologies for detailed evaluation.
—
—
—

Next phase is the detailed evaluation and selecting the Locally Preferred Alternative Rapid
Transit Mode Evaluation:
Provided a Deep Dive to stakeholder group comparing BRT and LRT
Review of the mode evaluation which resulted in selection of BRT due to ridership
capacity/market need and the capital cost per mile.

3. Public Engagement
►
►

Overview of current engagement: online survey (linkuscolumbus.com/ew-survey) and virtual open
house map (arcg.is/1HSX910) Learn & Inspire Sessions and Co-Create Sessions were held in February
Takeaways from Learn & Inspire Sessions:
—
—
—
—
—

►

Equity – top consideration
Environmental concerns/questions – bike lanes, electric vehicles, and air filtration
Dedicated Right of Way – Essential
Long-Term Commitment – BRT to LRT
Add a Q&A Section on website for transparency

Takeaways from Co -Create Sessions:
—
—

Safety is a major concern for pedestrians and cyclists; explored what feels unsafe.
Other takeaways: maximize economic, cost and time-saving benefits, prioritize art, diversity and
history in station design, and there was no obvious preference for Main Street versus Broad
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4. Co-Create Station Input
►

Overview of the comments received during the Co-Create Sessions via the mapping tool:
—
—
—

Added a proposed station in response to multiple comments on the east portion of the corridor
Respondents highlighted destinations downtown, crossing concerns, and area for future
exploration/next phase of design
Many destinations were highlighted on the east side – proposed stations align with many of
these comments. East of I-270 members of the public highlighted a need for a park and ride.

5. Station Locations
►

Station Siting Criteria includes:
—
—
—

►

Proximity to activity centers, affordable housing, and development opportunities
Connection to existing transit service and future high-capacity transit
Also important to consider the station development zones – as referenced in insight2050 to
accommodate regional growth

Overview of Stations: See stakeholder meeting PDF for stations
6. Guideway Options

►

Goal is to gain understanding on how various options could be used throughout the corridor:
—
—
—

►

Median dedicated
Curbside dedicated or BAT (business access transit lane)
Mixed Flow

Overview of various examples including images of station options
—
—
—

Also exploring bikeway treatments – need to balance vision with existing conditions
Considering how to make improvements for the visually impaired
Parking – goal is to preserve as much parking as possible

7. Service Plan
►

Review of the Operating Assumptions for the East-West HCT & Schedule Assumptions
—
—

►

►

Looked at Pre-COVID 2019 schedules
These schedule assumptions are not what you will see in a published public schedule – this is to
set up the travel times etc.

The purpose of the initial service plan and their assumptions for the BRT is to make sure that we are
facilitating an equal and fair comparison for all the alternatives (alignments and between Broad and
Main, and various guideway options.
Operating Speeds:
—

Dedicated Center (quickest travel times by removing competition from mixed traffic), Dedicated
Curb (adding delay at signalized intersections and travel time penalties at unsignalized
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intersections – i.e. driveways), and mixed traffic (vehicles would travel at more of a traffic
impeding speed)
►

Bus Network – at this point we are recommending that we model 30 minute peak and 60 minute off
peak underlining service on the corridor with the BRT and the alternate corridor would maintain its
higher service that it is currently running.
8. Discussion/Questions

►

See summary of questions and comments in table below.
9. Next Steps

►
►
►

SG meeting 3 on April 28 (evaluation results)
Next round of public meetings in May
SG meeting 4 on June 16 (Locally Preferred Alternative recommendation)

Table 1. Summary of Questions and Comments
Station Overview:
►
►

►
►
►
►

►

►
►

Marc Conte: How does the number of stations on the west and east legs compare with the current
number of bus stops?
Zach Sunderland: Good question, generally the current stops are spaced 500-800', for the East-West
Corridor they would be spaced out about 1/2 mile-1 mile. I want to say there are more than 60 stops
today along the entire stretch of Broad, in both directions.
Gavin Poindexter: Marc there are currently 97 stops on route 10 Broad St, and 61 stops on route 2
Main and High south and east of High and Broad. We are proposing 29 stations for all options.
Marc Conte: After C-Max was introduced on Cleveland Ave., the "local" bus continued to operate at
all the old stops. Will this be the case for this corridor
Julia Suprock: That will be determined through service planning - Kristen will provide an overview
later in the presentation
Greg Davies – How are you thinking in terms of NW (Souder/Downtown) is there an opportunity to
have a large multimodal transit center? What is the coordination with that project? How can it be
funded?
Justin Goodwin: With NW Corridor, finalizing a recommendation. Spent a lot of time looking at
Souder Connection. Connecting to Souder Avenue, but not extending the BRT to Broad. Plan to
maximize coverage and ridership for both corridors, but looking at enhancing the connections. Right
now the actual convergence of the BRT will happen in the Downtown. This will be looked at in the
design phase for the NW Corridor.
Greg Davies – What about the funding component of these?
Justin Goodwin – We will be looking at a coordinated funding strategy looking to advance each; one
of the considerations for NW is we want both to be competitive by reducing redundancy.
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►
►

►
►
►
►

Julia Suprock: They are not competing from a federal funding view; we are considering how they
work together and take into consideration the NW as we move forward.
Guadalupe Velasquez: Creating a space of belonging, when you are doing are this presentation and
looking at Georgesville Road there is an immigrant community that purchased a land at Georgesville
Road. In parking lot behind Westland Mall. Before COVID they did a ceremony to inaugurate the area
and there is also an extremely large mosque in that area. In the future, it is also helpful to use that
language when referencing landmarks, in terms of helping to bridge community, can you also
acknowledge those properties and build relationships with these communities? Many of these
immigrants come from countries that rely on transit.
Abby Everson: thank you for bringing up the mosque- I was thinking the same thing;
Zach Sunderland: Great feedback, thanks Guadalupe!
Guadalupe Velasquez: Happy to assist with connecting people
Donna Marbury: I’d love to make some connections to make sure we can capture feedback on our
survey also

Guideway Overview:
►

►
►
►

►

►
►
►

►

►

Emily Walker: I know we haven't gotten to the point where we're discussing station design but I am
concerned that none of the stations we've been shown look like they take all types of weather into
consideration.
Mindy Justis: Thank you Emily! We'll bring that into the feedback loop. Donna Marbury, can you
please help to keep this top of mind as we move forward?
Donna Marbury: Yes Emily we are having conversations now about making sure the station reflect
neighborhoods. We are hoping to work closely with the community to ensure that.
Bill Crowley: Our team is looking at how the guideway fits into the context for each node; then the
next phase will look at the feature at each station. Boardings and ridership may focus the
investment.
Julia Suprock: In regard to timeline, people are always interested the station design. We understand
this is an important priority at this phase we are receiving feedback (weather, art, community
history) which will be taken into account as we move into 30% design and how stations will look like.
Abby Everson: Will you be sending this presentation out to the stakeholder group?
Mindy Justis: Yes, we will send a Pdf version around to the group
Josh Lapp: QUESTION - or point for discussion about curbside lanes. Very concerned about
non-dedicated lanes or lanes that mix at all. This type of thing is very unsuccessful in Columbus
currently. And doesn’t allow for upgrades in the future.
Bill Crowley – With all these alternatives we are trying to stay in the existing ROW except with station
areas where we acquire/widen ROW in areas we have stations. In general we are trying to stay in the
existing right of way – for example to accommodate ADA requirements.
Josh Lapp: From the transit organization’s viewpoint, I would be uncomfortable idea with the mixed
lanes if we are having a true high capacity rapid system. I don’t really see a mixed flow lane being
successful at all; there is very little respect for non-car drivers in Columbus. I think this as being as
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successful as the high street lane if we do any of the mixed flow or having parking on the other side
of the lane etc.
Bill Crowley – Why we need to look at these in each segment, ridership may be dropping off. Looking
at Cleveland Healthline they do transition from median to mixed flow. Having that flexibility and
evolve during the alternative’s analysis.
Julia Suprock – We are setting the stage for all of the results so you can see all the tradeoff when
comparing dedicated to mixed traffic. It will be up to the stakeholders on how to design the system.

►

►

Service Plan
Darrell Holmes: any assumptions about post COVID ridership?
Julia Suprock: FTA direction is to use pre-COVID ridership as the base - there are too many unknowns
about post- COVID dynamics at this point.
Zach Sunderland: Currently, things are getting better. In 2019 COTA had its highest ridership in
history, ridership did decline in 2020. Around 60-65 thousand, decreased in 2020, and up to 30
thousand in 2021. We do anticipate a lag in 2021, but hopefully bounce back in 2022.
Josh Lapp: I have another question about connections to NW. I am very interested to see if that is
progressing as well. What is the connection there? If we can get upgrades on both East Main and
Broad Street – the current service pattern could continue and the similar service on High Street and
East Main could continue with NW. It seems logical to keep that pattern going and that would allow
for an increase in all of those streets. I would like to continue to stress that point and to see if we
can’t think more globally.
Zach Sunderland: Outside of this FTA grant program for HCT, COTA is still looking in pursuing other
options along the stretch that isn’t directly linked i.e. more stops, transit signal priority, station
improvements in order to increase speed and travel experience. The NW corridor we were looking at
the quickest service to Downtown and EW/NW and other corridors. Trying to find that most direct
path to where the majority of the service is today.

►
►
►

►

►

4.

Meeting 3

Purpose: East-West High Capacity Transit Corridor Project
Date: Wednesday, April 28, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mxVQaQ0uC7jFvc9EYXGyeRkzuAyYwZ-k/view?usp=sharing

1. Welcome and Introductions
►

Welcome by the COTA team to the Stakeholder Group (SG) members.
2. Study Process Recap
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►

Recap of the study process from Purpose and Need, Initial Screening, identifying corridor segments,
and developing the evaluation methodologies for detailed evaluation.
—

►

Review of the segments in the corridor for analysis and recap of the guideway’s under evaluation:
dedicated median, dedicated side, and mixed flow.
3.

►

Completed the detailed evaluation in two parts : environmental, station area, and transportation
& then ridership forecasts, capital costs, and operating & maintenance costs.

Evaluation results:

Summary of Differentiators
—
—

Environmental Analysis & Active Transportation (more informational)
Alignment Differentiators:
▷
▷

►

Guideway Differentiators:
—
—

►

Lowest travel time, O&M cost, and traffic delay (dedicated center median).
Lowest capital cost & impact to parking (mixed traffic).

Environmental Evaluation Results
—

Purpose: Identify environmental resources and potential fatal flaws
▷
▷

—
—

Evaluates: Built environment, socio-economic resources, natural resources
Not doing an environmental study/clearance – NEPA happens in next phase.

Summary Outcome: No fatal flaws identified
Next Phase: NEPA Clearance
▷
▷

▷
►

Station area analyses, ridership, and dedicated lane capital cost (Main)
Lowest O&M and Lowest Travel Time (E. Broad)

Defines the level of environmental clearance
EIS reserved for projects with ROW or significant rail project
COTA will draft a report requesting a specific class of action for FTA

Station Area Analysis Results
—

Purpose – provide an analysis of various demographic and economic factors along each corridor
alignment
▷
▷

—

Assessed: redevelopment potential, historically disadvantaged populations,
population and employment density
This analysis is not a definitive decision-driver between alternatives, The analysis
provides a set of factors to be considered for decision-making.\

Overview of the Station Area analysis:
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▷

▷
▷

—

Historically disadvantaged populations:
▷

—

—

►

Summary index – the highest concentration in East Main

Population & Employment Density – key factors for generating ridership
▷

—

Redevelopment potential – really looking at the market and where market activity is
concentrated, recent investment and interest. Also looked at vacant land, but really
focused on real estate activity and less if parcels are appropriate for transit-oriented
development (another focused team)
Price of lands – aggregated residential value across the segments
Commercial values – where is commercial value increasing over residential – can this
point to mixed use opportunity etc.?

Higher population densities in Hilltop, but higher employment density in downtown

Both were given an equal weight on index
Overall – East Main serves more historically disadvantaged populations and no differentiator
between other measures.

Transportation Evaluation Results
—

Purpose: provide a high level examination of potential transportation impacts
▷
▷

—

Active Transportation Analyses:
▷

▷

▷

—

—

Walkshed – looks at a walkable network to see which parcels currently have
connected network to get to the stations. Does not take into account condition or
comfort of sidewalks – only the existence of the sidewalk through MORPC data.
Some stations near the end of East Broad and East Main – sidewalks diminish near
the end of the corridor to the East.
Bikeshed – takes into account around a 10 minute bike ride includes: potential
bikeshed (all roadways allowed to bike on, excludes freeway) and the low stress
bikeshed (takes into account MORPC’s level of comfort for bicyclists). Challenges
along Main including highways and railroads.
Results: no significant difference in existing access; will help us identify areas for
strategic walking/biking investmen

On-Street Parking Analysis:
▷

—

Topics: active transportation (walkshed/bikeshed), on-street parking (impact to
spaces), safety (crash rates), and traffic (impacts at 6 key intersections).
Not: detailed traffic study for every intersection along the corridor – more detailed
analyses will occur in the design phase

Provides estimated potential impact to on-street parking

Have not yet looked at utilization of spaces
Stations – will need to eliminate around 4-6 spaces around stations.
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▷

▷

—

Identified most constrained/problematic intersections along the corridor
Traffic flow at these intersections which have upstream and downstream impact.
Six intersections were chosen to give us a general idea about how traffic will be impacted
Analyzed guideway alternative for each study intersection
Dedicated Side
Dedicated median
Existing conditions reflect mixed-use guideway for BRT
Anything under 55 seconds is considered acceptable in an urban area

—

Looked at the PM peak for each of the six intersections:

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

▷
▷

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
►

One example provided - Intersection #4 – Hamilton Road & Broad Street – dedicated
side with 2 through lanes performs the best
Overall – Broad street performs a little better primarily due to the turning
movement at High and Broad Street

Greatest impact to delay is reduction to one through lane for general traffic
Marginal difference between
Safety Analysis –
Study intersections experience high crash rates
Dedicated side performs marginally better at intersections
Safety impact in having dedicated transit within segments between intersections:
Dedicated side and dedicated median reduce crashes by 0.5 crashes per year

Ridership Forecasts
—

Started with COTA’s 2018 regional System Trips on Project Software Model (STOPS)
▷
▷
▷

—

Validated to 2019 (pre-COVID data is permitted by FTA at this time)
Downtown Columbus and Reynoldsburg each split into two district
Factored for likely dedicated lanes and mixed traffic

Review of 2040 Average Weekday Corridor Trips – the Main Street alignments do a bit better;
▷

▷

►

Overall: mixed flow guideway is expected to have the fewest impacts and dedicated
side guideway with the greatest impacts. Potential impacts on East Main Street
alignment are higher than those along East Broad Space
Traffic Analysis:

Mixed traffic has lower levels of ridership compared to dedicated curbside and
Dedicated center median – due to the travel times improvements with the dedicated
guideway alternatives
Broad Street alignment has three or four stops in Downtown compared to other
alignments with 6 stops therefore seeing more ridership for the Main alignments.

Operating and Maintenance Costs
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—

Purpose – compare high-level operating cost implications of various alignment and design
choices:
▷
▷

—

O&M Factors:
▷

▷
▷
▷

—

►

Evaluation topics include: travel times and operating costs
Not included: system side cost impacts of network integration, schedule changes,
and changes in revenue.
Across all alternative’s local unit costs and schedule assumptions are consistent;
differences are seen in terms of operating speeds/travel times and dedicated
guideway (alternative dependent).
Travel time differences – no significant difference in travel times between Main &
3rd/4th Street
Focus more on Main and Broad – Broad has a shorter travel time than Main
A sample trip is provided showing Hamilton Road to Broad at High Street – with BRT
you are getting those travel times savings

Travel times – in order to maintain the 10 minute peak frequency for FTA requirements – at a
certain point an additional vehicle needs to be added to maintain that frequency which can drive
costs etc. The slower the guideway type the more vehicles you need. Another cost driver is the
amount of dedicated guideway. You can lower costs even more by selecting different guideway
alternatives by segment (this will be explored in the capital costs tool).

Capital Cost
—

Purpose – high level capital cost implications of various alignment and design choices (currently
at 5% level of design – continued to be refined in future)
▷
▷

—

Estimates include high levels of contingency to account for conceptual level of
design
Standard Cost Categories (SCC) for capital projects – allows us to group costs and
take costs and compare projects either in Columbus or across the country.

Comparing the Cost Components –
▷

▷

Example Segment 9 (Main Street Alignment & Broad Street Alignment) – on Main
Street the increment between Main and Dedicated Median is not that much
different; on Broad we have higher costs because we do not have an urban roadway.
We have to make a decision here, for example, about how we want to advance with
the guideway.
Capital Costs by Segment are shared showing the low end and high end costs
determined at this point in design.

4. Decision Making Tool
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►

Allows us to look at various factors at a segment by segment level – this does not account for easily
quantifiable measures which are also important (public input, public perception, level of service (i.e.
experience you get while riding).
5. Public Engagement

►
►
►
►

Overview of current engagement: online survey (linkuscolumbus.com/ew-survey) and Pinterest
Board https://www.pinterest.com/eastwestlinkus/_saved/
Nearly 400 people survey respondents so far
Next virtual public meeting: May 19 at noon and 6 pm
A roadshow stop near you (more to come!)
—
—

May 11: Kittie’s Cakes, Bexley, 1–3 PM
May 16: Columbus Museum of Art, 12–3 PM

6. Discussion/Questions
►

See summary of questions and comments in table below.
7. Next Steps

►
►

Forward today’s presentation and the decision-making tool
Promote the public engagement opportunities
—

►

More info and tools to follow

Stakeholder Group meeting 4 is on June 16
—

Will review public input and discuss the Locally Preferred Alternative recommendation

Table 1. Summary of Questions and Comments
Parking & Walkshed/Bikeshed Information:
►
►

►

►

Marc Conte – Did you look at how many travel lanes you would maintain (referencing on-street
parking)
Preeti – Yes, this is based on our early engineering drawings that are in the works; looking at the
different cross sections with the guideway types. Goal at this point is to preserve parking except at
stations we would have to remove parking (approximately 5 spaces) for mixed traffic; at curb there
would be more interaction with parking.
Anthony Lococo: Going back to intersection delays – aren’t your larger intersections with more
volume and lanes, you said its based on all lanes for entire intersection? Obviously Broad & High will
have more delay due to volume of traffic and lane?
Kristi Norfolk – All intersections had high volume at main road and crossed road. We looked at
comparison of one lane to what it is now. We tried to compare apple to apple. High Street
intersection – we were looking at how the different alignments would impact traffic; assumed 3
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►
►

►
►
►

►
►

►

lanes along High, turning traffic is negligible during peak hours (prohibitive) thus eliminating a lot of
the delay.
Anthony Lococo – Back to the walkshed, I know you looked at sidewalk volume. Were ADA routes
also looked at and considered?
Sally Sharrow – Only used the City sidewalk inventory (sidewalk & crossing consideration) it does not
take into account ADA considerations. That is more qualitative and due to the size of the corridor it
would be challenging to analyze corridor wide. But we will be continuing to look at comfort.
Julia Suprock – At the station itself, it will be completely ADA compliant and look at opportunities to
make investments in the broader walkshed.
Justin Goodwin - That is unfortunately a difficult data attribute to maintain across the entire
network.
Emily Walker: When talking about the bike and walk sheds, there had been previous discussions of
adding bike/walking lanes with curbside lanes was that taken into account when comparing broad vs
main St. station access?
Sally Sharrow – No, they did not take into account any potential plans or future phases. Only
considered existing conditions.
Jennifer Chamberlin: We have found that minorities and especially our New Americans do not need
sidewalks to travel to main roads. We have a large population of New Americans off of Waggoner off
Broad and before sidewalks were instead a few years ago, new Americans would walk in large
numbers along the edge of the road. My point in this is that if they need to access a bus, they will do
so whether or not sidewalks are present.
Sally Sharrow: Yes, if people need to access transit, they will find a way to do it. The question is
whether we are providing a safe and comfortable way to do so that doesn't expose transit riders to
undue risk just to access mobility. There should also be a goal to get additional people using this
transit option who don't necessarily have to, and a big part of that is having safe, comfortable and
convenient access. There is certainly a range of treatments and facilities that might make sense in
different parts of town.

Operating & Maintenance and Capital Costs
►
►

►
►

Josh Lapp – In future analyses will we be including improvements, if Main & High alignment, that
would theoretically improve the service for all buses on High Street?
Kristen Lueken: At this point we have not assumed any travel time improvements for the local bus
because there are places that a regular bus using a BRT lane would stop, that would create negative
benefits for the BRT. There are some tradeoffs that can be weighed. With additional engineering we
can see if there is room for bus pullout for local stops, and the BRT can continue. We can look at
those as we get into the LPA and beyond.
Marc Conte: Did you calculate the cost per rider for each of these alternatives?
Gavin Poindexter: Not directly, FTA uses a cost per rider as a metric for their evaluation and we do
have the range of ratings from an end to end bases. We want to look at the mix and match scenario,
in likelihood the alternative we carry forward is the not the same at different places in the corridor.
That will come into how the FTA would rate that project. The FTA uses 6 project criteria – one is cost
effectiveness, depending on whether it is a New Starts (annualized capital cost of the project or line
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►
►

►
►

►
►

►
►

►
►

►

►

►

by line assessment in a project budget and FTA useful life and add to annual operating cost divided
by annual ridership) or Small Starts.
Kristen Lueken – Always want to include the capital cost, because the higher capital investment will
improve the operating cost.
Julia Suprock – We don’t want to put a number out there for public consumption, because we don’t
measure other public transit investment in this way (roads, bridges, highways) because it does not
functionally mean anything.
Emily Walker: I'm not sure if it was mentioned but where will the split off point for the Main St. vs
Broad St. lane start at?
Gavin Poindexter – Coming in on Broad, turn south on High, continue out on Main. Other alternative
is to stay on Broad and use a one way pair for 3rd/4th street. The switch primarily occurs in the
Downtown.
Marc Conte – Which of those differentiators are statistically significant? And which of those will most
impact the scoring of FTA?
Julia Suprock – Some have greater difference than others (not using statistically significant): cost and
ridership balance from a FTA perspective are the most important. FTA views it from qualitative and
quantitative.
Marie Keister: Based on what you have learned today, do you have any preliminary thoughts on what
you prefer: mixed traffic versus dedicated lanes, E. Broad vs. E Main Street alignment?
Jennifer Chamberlain: I reached out to Fire station 35 and their preference was Broad St. because
the corridor is already set up for density and they believe that Broad Street is better able to handle
an express bus lane than Main Street. I will try to reach out to Fire station 5 to see their thoughts
too.
Mindy Justis: And feel free to invite them to the upcoming public engagement opportunities as well
Abby Everson: What does the median dedicated lane do to pedestrian ability to cross the street? W
Broad in Prairie township has the boulevards in place to help make crossing W Broad safer. Would
those boulevards go away if median dedicated lane is selected for that segment?
Julia Suprock: Stations will be located at signalized intersections; signal will be timed to make it
across walking. The median platform will also serve as a pedestrian refuge. We are not talking about
longer travel times for pedestrians.
Gavin Poindexter: Existing medians may be modified. In places we do not have a median, a median
would be added except at signalized intersections. In some ways this would increase the pedestrian
refuge. This would focus on signalized intersection verses at an unsignalized intersections.
Bill Crowley: We would have a pedestrian push button on the median where people would be
arriving on transit.
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5.

Meeting 4

Purpose: East-West High Capacity Transit Corridor Project
Date: Wednesday, June 16, 2021
Time: 10:30 AM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document - ???

1. Welcome from the COTA Project Team
►

Introductions and Welcome
2. Study Process & Goals Recap
—
—

Recap of the study process from purpose and need, initial screening, identifying corridor
segments and developing the evaluation methodologies for detailed evaluation.
Review of the three guideway options: dedicated center median, dedicated curbside and mixed
flow traffic operation.

3. Overall Evaluation & Engagement Summary
►

►

Because the quantitative measures don’t make the decision between the East Broad Street and East
Main Street alternatives for us, we sought input from those who live, ride, work or are elected
bodies in the corridor.
Completed public engagement:
—
—
—

Online survey (423 responses), roadshows (300 engagements) and virtual public meetings (63
attendees).
Public input: participating residents preferred faster and more reliable transit
Participating residents have equal preference for both East Broad Street and East Main Street
alternatives

4. Defining the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA)
►
►

Clarity on what the LPA means from a technical perspective; it is characterized by alignment, station
locations and guideway design
The technical analysis indicates that there is no clear winner between the East Main Street and East
Broad Street alternatives
—
—
—

All three “legs” of the project area are viable for Capital Investment Grant (CIG) federal Small
Starts funding
Thus, breaking the corridor into 3 projects maximizes the BRT investment, attracts more federal
funding, increases implementation flexibility and reflects the community’s preference
It is recommended that all three projects advance

5. Overview of the New Starts vs. Small Starts Process
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►

A New Starts project requires additional Federal Transit Administration (FTA) oversight, additional
steps and time
—

►

One New Starts project would cost $448 million

A Small Starts project would allow for an increase in the amount of funding provided by the federal
share (FTA)
—

—

—
—
—
—

The new thought process is to frame this corridor into three smaller projects to leverage more
federal funding both for the East-West Corridor as well as other corridors that may advance
soon.
Benefits of the Small Starts approach include a faster, more flexible implementation (due to
fewer FTA reviews and checkpoints), allows for a full corridor buildout over time and addresses
traffic constraints Downtown. Additionally, it can help advance NW Corridor routing decisions
and offer overlapping service Downtown.
The intent is to integrate with the Northwest Corridor
Overlapping service on High Street helps with the project justification and supports economic
development
Dedicated lanes are proposed where they provide the most project benefit (a majority of the
corridor).
Several factors play into a project timeline. It can take as few as 6 years from LPA to service
rollout.

6. Capital Costs by Segment:
►

The decision-making tool feeds into the cost and guideway by LPA
—
—
—

►

East Main (LPA 1)
West Broad (LPA 2)
East Broad (LPA 3)

Annual O&M Costs: depending on the corridor the O&M Costs vary
—
—
—

East Main: $10 M - $10.5 M
West Broad: $6M - $7M
East Broad: $9M – $10M

7. LinkUs Corridors: The Big Picture
►

We are always keeping in mind the other HCT Corridors – currently advancing the Northwest and
East-West Corridor. It would give the most flexibility to the LinkUS initiative team and to understand
how other corridors advance.
—

Discussion about the LPA and the proposed guideways

8. Path to Implementation:
►

Overview of the proposed path forward:
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—
—

Request to enter project development (PD): letter to FTA so that all money spent on the project
will be counted for local match. Then moving forward to NEPA & 30% design.
Next summer: requesting evaluation and rating and inclusion for federal budget 2024.

9. Questions and Comments:

►

Summary of comments provided in Table 1

Table 1. Summary of Questions and Comments
► Megan Meyer: Whitehall is thrilled that we are keeping all options on the table, knowing that things
may be prioritized. It is good to see both East Broad and East Main – Council just approved a new
affordable housing unit on East Main. We wanted Broad but we are pleased to see both are
contenders.
► Lynne LaCour: Originally, I had been interested in the East Main Street option because it was
conducive to the need for a high frequency transit, but I know it’s a narrow street. The communities
were also split between Broad and Main. I thought that it would be a big push for Main Street, but
especially since we have an East Main Street Special Improvement District, but I have not heard
anything pushing me one way or another.
► Ben Kessler: I would like to learn more. Assuming there is flexibility with different locals then I think
it is a fantastic concept.
► Paul Matthews: I think it is very positive, we have a lot of people who live on the West Broad Street
and they have a hard time getting to work on-time. This allows Capitol University to bridge each
other and to go very quickly between campuses. Pleased that both options are viable.
► Ronni Nimps: How do COTA drivers feel about the transitions from mixed to dedicated and curb to
median? I have never driven a bus (or anything that large) and I think the drivers would have the
best insight into how that would work.
► Gavin Poindexter: We will be going through training and testing on the system and will train the
operators on how to drive through the transitions. We can have those transitions, where you are
going to curb to median with a transit signal switch to allow them a jump or lag to transition without
too much pressure with traffic.
► Marc Conte: Dedicated lanes for the whole system would be ideal, I understand the limitations we
face such as the cost. It would be fantastic to see all 3, but my preference for Downtown was Broad
Street to better serve people. I think we could do more work on how they interface and terminate all
three but that can be left for later details.
► Ben Kessler: I think using the left lane and we have medians in places in Bexley. I love the idea of the
median access point. In our context I think it is better location in the median.
► Justin Goodwin: We are interested in working with the team to reduce the amount of mixed traffic
and to find ways to commit to dedicated lanes. It is critical we keep with the objectives – queue
jumps, transit signal prioritization etc. should continue to be worked into the design going forward.
► Michael Douglas: Would going with 2 alternatives hurt our chances of receiving federal funding?
► Gavin Poindexter: This allows us to go through FTA’s Small Starts Program, rather than New Starts
process. It is our experience that you can implement a project sooner with Small Starts with less FTA
approvals and processes. We could get FTA share of the projects under $100 million. We could have
extra funding for about the same amount for local funding. This allows us to have each of these
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►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

corridors stand independently – there is a benefit to break them into individual segments that are
competitive on their own. Other regions have done similar things for implementing BRT.
Sharon Dorsey: I think that population and employment density is a key consideration due to the
high influx of people moving to Columbus and the development in the future as well. I think minority
populations is also important to consider. Many of these people already access the bus successfully,
and this type of project would be very popular with those going to work. Even with COVID, I have
already noticed that traffic has increased. One of the priorities should be getting those going back to
work to use alternative transportation.
Emily Walker: I think it is important to prioritize zero car households and households below poverty.
They don’t have other options. Regardless of what changes we make or other things, these people
will have to continue to rely on the bus to work and survive and make sure they can get their needs
met.
Sarajane Steffes: I agree with Emily, and add the affordable housing piece. We need to make sure
that where our affordable housing is located is not detrimental to everything else. I like the
connection we are making to the entire city. For our seniors, they tend to fall into all three
categories, with many relying on transit to remain independent for as long as possible. It has to be
affordable and on fixed incomes, so that the transit is affordable and reachable.
Marc Conte: As a bus rider I look at this from a local system perspective since the analysis doesn’t
show a clear difference with many of these key populations in regards to Main and Broad. I would
push for both Broad Street alignments, if Main Street had to be delayed etc., the 102 could be
extended to the East Main lane leg. We could still get high frequency all day service without the large
expense of bus rapid transit.
Michael Douglas: I was thinking about travel time, ridership, and zero-car households. I believe we
want this to be as successful as possible to prove we can do this for other corridors. But the best
option forward so that we can show this is successful so we can get those other lines funded more
easily.
Zak Davidson: At the end of the day we have to think through the local match. What have you seen
from peer cities where there may be a concentration of routes in a certain part of town, but you
need county wide support to get things past on the ballot? What is someone in the great southern
think about something like this that doesn’t necessarily benefit them directly?
Julia Suprock: Austin, Texas just based their referendum in last November and what multiple
corridors – looking at the policy lens, equity lens etc. There are only a set of corridors for high
capacity transit, the key is what are some other investments you can make so that others can see
how you benefit and expand mobility for all people. In Austin that looked at neighborhood
circulators and increased frequencies. COTA is going through a similar effort, looking to see what you
can do to increase mobility and quality of life throughout the region.
Marc Conte: I did an analysis of COTA’s light rail vote in 1999 – packaged right and based on COTA’s
vision for the future this should do well. For the southside, it didn’t quite get its due for the transit
system redesign. It will be important for COTA to outline the vision for the future (EW and NW), but
COTA isn’t just about these big projects but they are continuing to make improvements throughout
the entire system. If there is ridership and need they will respond to that.
Marie Keister: Yes there is a lot of work going on with LinkUS that will consider those factors.
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►

Justin Goodwin: For those interested, since NW has come up in the context of project
coordination/phasing, we've recently published the Phase 1 report at www.linkuscolumbus.com.
We will be kicking of the design phase this summer.
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APPENDIX C. Public Meeting Reports
1.

Learn & Inspire Sessions

Title: Reimagine Transit: East-West Corridor Public Meetings
#SeeColumbusMove From East to West
Purpose: These informational sessions educate the community about transit and corridor options for the East-West
Corridor and inspire them to think about changes that can help the community prosper.
Date: Tuesday, February 16
Time: Noon and 6PM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom
Attendees (invited): See Complete Attendee List at end of document Link to meeting video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqOxW_j8Bq0&feature=youtu.be
Link to final presentation:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lvBRLUH49CNh4G3y8QwtV2Qw1o5uGYTF/view?usp=sharing
Number of RSVPs: 105
Number of Attendees: 59

1. Summary of Notable Comments from attendees:
►
►

Concern was expressed that BRT was not “thinking bold enough”
BRT was seen by some as being too flexible - concerns were raised that commitments would be
rolled back in response to driver complaints, with Cleveland used as a pertinent example. LRT was
seen as ensuring “less chance that public transit users are pushed to the back of the line”
— “BRT is almost too flexible; it shows that the city isn't ready to fully commit to good, long-term
transportation for our growing needs.”
— “Cleveland's Healthline has gotten a LOT of criticism recently - they've rolled back some of the
BRT elements that were initially developed. That flexibility to do so creates problems.”

►

There was a consensus that dedicated right of way is an invaluable component, essential to the
success of the project.
—
—

“Dedicated right of way may be the best way to convince people to leave their cars at home and
take the bus.”
Issues of practicality were raised as well with regards to dedicated right of ways
▷

►

“But if they need dedicated lanes, Livingston isn’t wide enough and can’t be made
wide enough without knocking down houses.”

Equity concerns were raised
—

—

“I am concerned that using Broad and Main will not aid those that need the buses the most - i.e.
the affordable housing complexes that are numerous on Livingston Ave. I thought equity was
the #1 goal.”
“how will response from wealthier neighborhoods be evaluated to create an equitable response
and not bend to their nimby mindset, like highways that bent around wealthy neighborhoods
and not the best route”
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—

“The east and west sides both are shown in the upper limits of Columbus density maps and are
full of transit dependent populations. If wealthier neighborhoods receive light rail down the
road to lure riders but this demonstrated transit using corridor does not, big questions of equity
will be at play”

2. List of Questions:
►
►
►
►
►
►

►
►
►
►

►
►
►
►
►

►

►
►

How are you ensuring that dedicated right of way without doing expensive build outs?
Are we considering electric vehicles?
Will best in class air filtration be included on these vehicles?
Are there time studies showing how long each type of transport would take from end to end?
Why was public perception not included as one of the metrics? Anecdotally, many people who would
not want to ride a bus would be fine taking lightrail.
how do smaller metro cities have light rail, subway, trolley, etc while Columbus still relies upon and
looks to buses as a solution? The only BRT line COTA has is CMax on Cleveland Ave in mixed traffic.
How do those numbers look?
How will driver complaints be handled? Change is hard so there will be complaints. How will we
know that will not drive the choices back?
What's the FTA budget limit constraints and criteria?
How will this affect other areas? I'm thinking Sullivant. Getting to The Hilltop, which is a huge area.
Only Broad will not get people to where they need to be.
On the COTA CMax Cleveland ave line had some missing sidewalks added for the immediate bus
stops, the entire corridor needed sidewalk fell outside granted funding. Will this project have the
same limitations?
What studies have been done about the BRT Cmax along Cleveland Ave? How has it been a
success? What impact has it had on transit on the surrounding neighborhoods?
What kind of bike lane plans do you have with this? Could we get a dedicated bike lane up Broad
and/or Main with this?
there's been some talk about improving walkability- will pedestrian walkways across W Broad be in
scope for this project?
What is the plan to replace street parking along these commercial corridors?
How will response from wealthier neighborhoods be evaluated to create and equitable response and
not bending to their nimby mindset, like highways that bent around wealthy neighborhoods and not
the best route?
Several new CMax bus stops were built in limited space that severely constricted public sidewalk
access right of way, which created ADA bottlenecks. Despite complaints they could not be fixed. How
can we avoid such problems for this project?
Will the City own/control the new system or will it be privatized?
How will this connect downtown to other corridors? Will there be some dedicated
hub/building/etc.? Ease of transfers (which are currently often a pain) are crucial.
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►

►

Comment/Question- I’d love to see some though about how this will connect downtown with the
NW Corridor and whether an East Main/NW Corridor connection might be considered in addition to
East Broad upgrades that continue to connect to the buildout on West Broad.
Does this FTA now include bike & ped accommodation along ENTIRE 20 mile corridor (rather than
past BRT focused only on bus stops)?
3. Mentimeter results

►

12pm session
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►

6pm session
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4. Key takeaways:
►

►
►
►
►

2.

Top questions were centered around what the city is considering (electric vehicles, bicycle lanes, air
filtration, Livingston Avenue, future expansion) and how the work will be done (what are the FTA
budget constraints, will the new system be public of private)
Community members are worried about BRT not going far enough (relative to LRT), and the potential
that commitments made now would be rolled back upon driver complaints.
Dedicated right of ways are seen as essential to the success of the initiative, although concerns arise
over public sidewalk access, space, and cost.
Community members want equity to continue to be a top consideration, and are concerned by
Livingston Avenue being excluded.
A dedicated webpage with questions and answers available to the public would bolster transparency
and alleviate concerns that not enough pressing questions were answered.

Co-Create Session

Title: Reimagine Transit: East-West Corridor Public Meetings
#SeeColumbusMove From East to West

Purpose: Co-Create sessions allowed community members to talk with the project team about specific
areas of their community and how the East West Corridor Plan could improve transit, walkability and
access to other areas of Central Ohio.
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Date: February 23 at 6PM and February 25 at Noon and 6PM
Location and/or call-in information: Zoom with East, West and Downtown Breakout Sessions

Link to final presentation:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hO0vVHfEq0_hf0lsDXzzbJ_hDmHdhP7I/view?usp=sharing
Number of RSVPs: 63
Number of Attendees: 35 - EW Corridor Community Engagement Spreadsheet
1. Summary of Notable Comments from attendees:
►

►

Downtown
—

There is a concern over drug use and safety Downtown since the beginning of COVID

—

When it comes to the choice between Broad and Main, you are going to reach a different
demographic - either choice will come with benefits and sacrifices. There is a socioeconomic
difference between the two streets.

—

In the warmer weather, scooters are an (age specific) means of accessing the bus stops.

—

There have not always been cyclists Downtown, and thus the bikers and the vehicle drivers need
to better learn to work together. Vision Zero is exciting.

—

BRT is the appropriate solution for this corridor, but people are excited about LRT. A massive
marketing campaign is necessary to educate the public, specifically highlighting the dedicated
right of way and modernized buses.

—

One respondent, using CMAX to go Downtown, did not always feel safe and comfortable waiting
for the bus. Increasing mental health resources and housing resources for the homeless will help
this problem.

—

A benefit to BRT, as opposed to LRT, is that it can safely and easily reroute.

—

Some stops (like the one on Broad and High) may not need as many access points as they
currently have. For locations like hospitals, it makes sense to have the stops be more proximate.

—

Long term stops that reflect value and safety will bring investment to them. A concern for
residential expansion Downtown is the lack of ownership opportunities.

—

Downtown is walkable, but there are cement blocks that are inaccessible for wheelchairs.

—

A priority should be to reduce the boarding time as much as possible.

—

There may be a need for more stations Downtown. Larger stations for more busses would be
preferable, although then location would become more difficult to accommodate and
accessibility may be sacrificed.

East
—
—

At the present time the stops are not consistent, in terms of both the quality of the stops and
the distance between them.
BRT stations located on the curb side would be much safer than those in the middle of the road.
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

While the national average for walking to a bus stop is five minutes, in Columbus it seems to be
10-12 minutes, with some areas reporting 20-30 minutes.
There is a desire to consider dogs in getting around town. One respondent wants to be able to
take her dog to different parks via the bus, as well as have safe and green places to walk it.
There is a desire for more park and ride options, and a concern about child safety
Protected bike lanes are seen as necessary and preferable to painted ones. On East Main, there
are lots of cyclists, but they are often relegated to the sidewalk due to safety issues.
There are many areas on both Broad and Main Street that lack sidewalks. Sidewalks and lighting
are priorities
The East side is an incredibly diverse place. Art and other public installations that acknowledge
its diversity and history would be appreciated.
Visiting Downtown and the riverfront are compelling reasons to use public transit.
The Columbus Engineering Dept. is planning to add lanes to East Broad, east of 270, but has no
plans for public transportation.
“I’d love to see Columbus as a place where you can not have a car”
Shorter micro-commutes on the way to the major commutes is desirable
The walkability of Main Street makes it preferable to Broad Street to some. Others like being
closer to the airport.
Station location suggestions:
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷

—
—

—
—
—

Near current bus stops
James and Broad area (mentioned three times)
Ohio Avenue
Mt Carmel
Hamilton (mentioned twice)
Franklin Conservatory
Meyer’s Shopping Center
Giant Eagle
On Main near Capitol University (mentioned three times)
The Aldi in Whitehall
The Kroger by Alum Creek

One community member liked these suggestions because they could serve as an entry point to
commerce and increase access.
Not many people in Whitehall leave the neighborhood, and not many people outside the
neighborhood come to visit. East of Bexley, the complexion changes. Adding more green space
might entice people to travel East of 270 or West of James Road.
There is bad traffic congestion past 270.
Green space may be implemented in the form of a tree canopy between James and Hamilton
Suggestions to make rapid transit safe, convenient and accessible.
▷
▷

A station where you pay ahead of time
Sidewalks that allow you to get to and from a bus stop on E Broad, East of 270.
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▷
▷
▷

▷

—
—
—
—
►

Interactive transit that tells you where you are, stations that allude to the history of
the area.
An rideshare-like app that tells you exactly where the bus is.
Reduced or no cost, especially with regards to large families, multiple transfers, and
areas with a low AMI. A monthly BRT bus pass. A .5% sales tax increase might cover
this.
A terminus out in Etna Twp. would offer a great deal of opportunity for employment
for people headed outbound from Reynoldsburg. Increasing two-way use.

Different transit mechanisms should minimize cars and increase green space and help the
environment.
If high capacity transit can make it so parking lots don't have to be as big, that will make the city
feel more pleasant. Walking across giant parking lots is soul crushing
Either on Broad St or Main St, there are no bikeways. Some areas down the corridor, people will
not walk out of fear.
There are too many cars on the street, and the cars speed and jump into traffic.

West
Broad street in Hilltop needs a road diet.
There are lots of potholes for pedestrians and cyclists.
— Crossing West Broad is too dangerous to do by foot. One must use a car to get to the other side,
which is inaccessible and inconvenient.
— To achieve a walkable neighborhood, we need to reduce the space for vehicles
— We would benefit from two dedicated bus lanes and a bike lane.
— When transit solutions/projects end up being half measures that do not work, public streets
force people to buy a private sector product
— Right now, parking serves as a barrier between people and cars.
— West Broad and Wilson Road is a dangerous area due to high speed limit and the shared path
being unprotected
— It is dangerous to wait for the bus when the bus stop is not accompanied by a sidewalk and
drivers are highly prone to speeding.
—
—

▷

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

On Broad going into Franklinton and Sullivant Avenue, there is a perception that
speeding is necessary to avoid red lights.

Broad Street shouldn’t be a through area, people can use the highway (70 east) to get
Downtown. Although Broad Street is not the best way to get Downtown, it is often used for that
purpose.
Consideration must be given to the entire street scape, as well as the character of the area.
Hilltop was built for rail, and rail on West Broad would be transformative. If rails are not
available, we should implement as many rail features as possible.
Air pollution is a concern.
Fisher Road is unsafe.
It is difficult to access bus stops when people park on the sidewalks.
There is a desire for Franklin Park and Columbus State to be on the route
More transit options would reduce the number of students on the road, reducing traffic.
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—

There is currently no way of getting to Grandview
One respondent doesn’t use the busses because they don’t run late enough and the information
is often inaccurate.
We need stops that connect people to the rest of the city. There are many places right now that
people primarily bus to (Polaris, Dublin). If you are a bartender, there is no bus to take home.
If the stops were sizeable geographic centers, they would highlight the neighborhoods and unify
the city.
Prairie Townships community center has no sidewalks, and it’s dangerous to walk on foot.
Pedestrians get hit on West Broad street all of the time. Especially by Bob's Auto.
The lack of sidewalks on Broad Street leaves pedestrians with no safe way to walk. We pride
ourselves on our size but have much worse transit than smaller or equally sized cities like San
Francisco.

2. List of Questions:
► Is Prairie Township the end of the corridor? (Answer: maybe)
► Are you considering rear boarding?
► Is the idea to have dedicated lanes only for BRT? (answered)
► Do they coordinate with the lights?
► What would be the approximate time to get from downtown to Reynoldsburg?
► Part of the BRT is to have dedicated ‘right-of-way', but how will that be implemented?
► Will the final route be chosen based on the proximity to existing housing or employers?
► Will there be a reconsideration of the stops when constructing the corridors?
► What is the capacity of one bus?
► Where will the bus lanes be located? Curb Lanes? Middle lanes?
► Will sidewalks be developed throughout the whole route?
► Are we looking at segregated rights of way and segregated bikeways? Will we make bikes viable
commuter vehicles? (Answer: as much as possible, but the configuration isn’t clear yet)
► How can a bike lane fit on a road with dedicated BRT lanes?
► If you buy a monthly bus pass, would it also give you access to ride the BRT?
► How long do you have to wait for BRT to arrive?
► How many years will this project take? (Answer: 4-5)
► Would each city have to get a grant to be part of the project or apply? (Answer: the entire corridor is
considered one project)
► Is there any possibility for the BRT route to be a loop instead of a straight line?
► Will the speed of BRT be adequate?
► How are we ensuring reinvestment and maintenance to make sure this lasts?
► This (the West side) is a mixed income residence. How will development deal with this issue?
3. Key takeaways:
►

There is a general perception that the corridor is not safe.
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—

The lack of walkability, especially East of 270 and on West Broad, is a major concern.
Respondents felt they had no choice but to drive. The contributing factors to this perception
were:
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷

—

Suggestions to resolve these issues included:
▷
▷
▷
▷
▷

►
►
►
►
►
►

►
►
►
►

3.

High speed limits and speeding.
A decline in sidewalks as one travels further East and on the mile that leads one into
the West end of the corridor. Sidewalks that are present are sometimes dangerous.
Too many vehicles on the road.
A dangerous and sometimes unusable environment for bikers in all three sections of
the corridor. This was brought up very frequently.
Potholes
Parking on the sidewalks
More sidewalks, especially those that are wider and protected from traffic.
Fewer cars and better traffic management would be good for safety. This could be
accomplished with reduced lanes.
Safe pedestrian crossings at stations
An increase in bike lanes, specifically protected ones.
Vibrant lighting to increase safety, including maintaining existing lighting

Dedicated right of way continues to be a major priority.
Reducing the time it takes to both walk to stops and board the bus is very important to the
community. Payment convenience is popular.
There is a concern that the busses do not run late enough to accommodate the city’s nightlife and
those who work in that sector.
There is a strong desire for more green spaces on the East side.
Designs that prioritize art, diversity and history are popular. Well designed, “cool” stations are
desirable.
Questions have been raised over whether the bus and BRT, as public amenities, should be free or
greatly reduced. This could operate as an incentive to drivers who have to factor the costs of vehicle
ownership.
Projects like this can help fix big issues like racial injustice in our city.
For the city to make full use of the corridor, we need more enticements to travel Downtown.
There must be economic, cost and time benefits to make habitual drivers choose public transit.
The benefits of proceeding with Main and with Broad street are equal enough to leave community
members conflicted about which to choose. One respondent found Broad Street more walkable,
another thought Main Street already has quite a bit of infrastructure.

May Public Meetings

Date: May 19, Noon and 6PM
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Meeting format: Zoom/Facebook Live
Link to meeting video: https://youtu.be/TAzjvf7tMYA
Link to final presentation:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LQ3VygkmBYRa8fBWWHNSWQawIZkKBpjy?usp=sharing
Number of RSVPs: 122
Number of Attendees: 55

1. Overview
►

Overall, the noon session had a preference for E Main Street and the 6pm session had a preference
for Broad Street.
—

—

►

►

►

►

There is a consensus that Main Street has a greater need for transit. This was cited as a reason
for favoring Main Street. Those who preferred Broad Street worry that Main Street does not
have the infrastructure to make BRT a success compared to Broad, for example by being more
likely to need mixed traffic.
Several respondents felt that which street mattered less than ensuring dedicated BRT lanes.
Others did not have a preference or wanted to see both streets invested in.

Median lanes are preferred by attendees, who think they are a necessary step to improved speed,
reliability and increased ridership. Attendees appreciate the permanence of median lanes. However,
the public may have concerns about safety and accessibility.
There is a debate over easing traffic and prioritizing transit, with most attendees favoring the latter.
Attendees feel that there is too much parking along the corridor and reducing it will disincentive
driving. There is hope that BRT, in conjunction with bike lanes, will reduce vehicular traffic in the City.
There is concern from some residents that the Westside is not being as considered as the Eastside.
The Westland Area Commission would like the corridor to extend beyond Galloway Road. Residents
are concerned that stops are not prioritizing the Westside.
Respondents hope that transit improvements will be well integrated into the other development
needs of the City. Respondents wonder how BRT will impact density and land use, pedestrian traffic,
economic development and community interaction.
2. Notes from noon session:

►

►

There was debate over whether corridor changes should make travel easier for drivers or for transit
users, cyclists and pedestrians. One attendee felt single use vehicles should be discouraged, another
was concerned about the trend of traffic worsening around her home.
The question was raised as to whether the West corridor would be extended beyond what is
currently planned. The Westland Area Commission is concerned that the corridor plans will not meet
the needs of the large population living beyond Galloway Road. This ties into greater concerns
surrounding the neglect of the West side.
—

“The Westland Area Commission is in the process of recommending the city purchase 128 acres
of W. Broad next to the 78 acers parks already owns. This 205 acre area could be a premier
recreation and park along with an end of the west corridor for LINKUS.”
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►
►
►

►
►

►

►
►

►

Respondents reflect that transit is an issue that overlaps many other areas of urban development,
and wonders how the corridor project will impact land use and density.
The City replied in the affirmative that it will be conducting a walkability study
In response to a question about the project timeline, Zach Sunderland answered: “We will be coming
to a Locally Preferred Alternative this summer based on Detailed Evaluation from the analysis,
feedback from Public Engagement and Stakeholder Outreach. After that we will transition into
design work that can take up to 2+ years. This will include environmental work through NEPA.
Construction would begin once the design work is complete. These projects can take time and is
dependent on available funding. Potentially, service could begin in 2027. However it is still early,
and this will be refined as we move through the process.”
Zach also answered questions regarding the City’s infrastructure plans, specifically to address the
issues of intersections, network gaps and how BRT will function and look in different neighborhoods.
Respondents continue to be passionate about dedicated lanes, premier stations and bike lanes.
Respondents feel negatively about mixed traffic. Julia Suprock explained that the City will implement
dedicated lanes as much as possible, but it won’t be feasible for every section of the corridor.
A safety concern was raised over median boarding. However, pedestrian refuge and crossing actually
makes median boarding more safe than alternatives. Another respondent felt median boarding
would best serve the needs of the corridor in terms of speed, reliability and increased ridership. The
medians are also more permanent infrastructure.
One respondent asked if bus lane design will impact bike lanes (e.g. painted vs separated)
Ultimately, Main won the mentimeter poll 8-6. Respondents commenting on their choice felt the
need for BRT is greater on Main Street. However, one respondent was concerned that E Main would
require more mixed traffic.
Respondents are concerned about what equity measures are being taken to reach out to low-income
households.
3. Mentimeter results from noon session
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4. Notes from 6pm session

►

►
►
►
►
►
►

►
►

Some respondents still prefer LRT. They feel median stations could make for a smoother transition
from BRT to LRT down the line. Others are concerned about accessibility issues surrounding median
lanes.
Dedicated lanes continue to be a top priority. One respondent thinks this is the key to make BRT
faster than driving.
One respondent felt that BRT should be done in conjunction with better sidewalks and economic
development to increase pedestrian traffic and support small businesses and the community.
Many respondents hope that BRT will decrease the use of cars in the city, and that buses and bikes
will be seen as a viable alternative. Reducing parking is seen as a way to disincentive driving.
BRT could increase utilization of Columbus’s gridiron pattern and route vehicle traffic through
neighborhoods instead of Broad and Main.
Faster and more reliable lanes are the most common response for the mentimeter question.
This group was more divided between Main and Broad, but Broad was favored. Commenters
preferred Broad because they consider it the main thoroughfare, has connections to other areas,
Main would have more problems to work through and Broad is quicker. Various respondents had a
personal bias for both streets. Some respondents didn’t have a preference or thought both streets
would be a good solution.
Multiple attendees expressed that dedicated lanes are more important than which road.
Dedicated medians are preferred over mixed traffic.
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►
►
►

Median stations might eliminate some left turn lanes.
Attendees are excited about the potential of transit in making Columbus a world class city, and want
the City to think big and commit
The names of various West side neighborhoods are not mentioned, creating concerns for West side
residents.
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5. Mentimeter results from 6pm session
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APPENDIX D.Additional Website &
Advertising Analytics
1.

Website Audience Overview

Website Page Visit Information

Webpage

Pageviews

/ew-survey/

5,448

Homepage

2,672

/east-west/

2,197

/northwest/

1,252

/nw-open-house/

1,163

Multiple websites combined

4,318

Video Ad Report
The average click-through rate in AdWords across all industries is 3.17% for search and 0.46% for display
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LinkUS: Lift Your Voice for the East-West Corridor

Views

View rate

12,378

46.37%

The average click-through rate on AdWords paid search ads is about 2%
Impressions

Interactions

Interaction
rate

26,696

18,383

68.86%

242

50

20.66%

LinkUS: Lift Your Voice for the East-West Corridor
E/W Corridor 03.19.2021

The average cost per click in Google Ads is between $1 and $2 on the Search Network. The average
CPC on the Display Network is under $1.
Avg.
CPV

Budget

Budget
type

Total
Cost

LinkUS: Lift Your Voice for the East-West Corridor

$0.02

$20.00

Daily

$300.07

E/W Corridor 03.19.2021

$1.01

$10.00

Daily

$50.28
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